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Plants are characterized by a highly plastic development governed by the interaction with 
the environment. The determination of plant cell fate depends of the integration on intrinsic 
and extrinsic stimuli, such as clonal cell identity and positional information obtained by 
non-cell autonomous signals. The aim of this work is to understand how plant cells 
integrate signals from the cell wall with intracellular growth-regulation processes and, as a 
consequence, how cell behaviour is influenced. We identified the receptor-like protein 44 
(RLP44) of the model organism Arabidopsis thaliana as a putative sensor of cell wall 
pectate. RLP44 balances two crucial plant developmental signalling pathways: 
BRASSINOSTEROID (BR) signalling, a well-characterized pathway regulating plant 
growth, and the PHYTOSULFOKINE (PSK) signalling pathway. Genetic and biochemical 
analysis reveal a connection between the three receptors RLP44, BR INSENSITIVE 1 
(BRI1), and PSK RECEPTOR 1 (PSKR1). Our data supports a model in which BRI1 
controls vascular cell fate through transcriptional regulation of RLP44, independent of 
known BR signalling outputs. In addition, we describe a new role for RLP44, balancing 
two signalling pathways through direct interaction with the RLKs and modulation of their 
interaction with the respective co-receptor. We hypothesize that the PSK pathway is crucial 
for determination of procambial identity. Therefore, dynamic balancing of PSK and BR 
signalling may be a key regulatory step of vascular development in Arabidopsis thaliana.
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Pflanzen zeichnen sich durch ihre hohe Anpassungsfähigkeit aus, die vor allem durch die 
Interaktion mit ihrer Umwelt bestimmt wird. Welche Art von Zellen wo in der Pflanze 
entsteht, hängt sowohl von intrinsischen als auch extrinsischen Signalen ab, wie zum 
Beispiel der Abstammung und Position der Zelle. Ziel dieser Arbeit war es herauszufinden, 
wie Pflanzenzellen Signale von der Zellwand mit intrazellulären 
Wachstumsregulationsprozessen integrieren und somit das Zellverhalten bestimmen.  
Wir haben das Rezeptor-ähnliche Protein 44 (RLP44) des Modellorganismus Arabidopsis 
thaliana als möglichen Sensor für Zellwandpektat identifiziert. Darüber hinaus reguliert 
RLP44 zwei wichtige pflanzliche Signalwege. Einerseits den gut beschriebenen, 
BRASSINOSTEROID (BR) Signalweg, der das Wachstum der Pflanze reguliert, und 
andererseits den PHYTOSULFOKIN (PSK) Signalweg. Genetische und biochemische 
Analysen lassen auf eine Verbindung zwischen den drei Rezeptoren: RLP44, BR 
INSENSITIVE 1 (BRI1) und PSK RECEPTOR 1 (PSKR1) schließen. Unsere Daten sind 
kompatibel mit einem Modell, in dem BRI1 das vaskuläre Zellschicksal durch 
transkriptionelle Regulation von RLP44 unabhängig von dem BR-Signalweg steuert. 
Darüber hinaus beschreiben wir eine neue Rolle für RLP44, welches in der Lage ist, durch 
direkte Interaktion mit den RLKs und der Modulation ihrer Interaktion mit dem jeweiligen 
Co-Rezeptor, die zwei erwähnten Signalwege im Gleichgewicht zu halten. Wir vermuten, 
dass der PSK-Signalweg entscheidend für die Bestimmung der prokambialen Identität ist. 
Des Weiteren nehmen wir an, dass das Gleichgewicht zwischen der PSK- und BR-
Signalkaskade ein wichtiger regulatorischer Schritt der Vaskulaturentwicklung in 
Arabidopsis thaliana ist.
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All organisms face the same fundamental challenges; they are constantly exposed to an 
ever-changing environment and therefore need to monitor these changes to be able to sense 
the need for adaptation. As sessile organisms, plants especially are forced to adapt to 
environmental changes to survive. Plant cells are surrounded by cell walls, which permit 
the plant, together with the inner turgor or hydrostatic pressure, to grow upright, and are 
also the first barrier against pathogens (Cosgrove 2005).  
1.1& The plant cell wall 
The cell wall is a chemically complex and unique extracellular matrix. It is mainly 
composed of polysaccharides and provides strength and rigidity while it is also dynamic 
and flexible, ensuring plant growth (Wolf et al., 2012). These properties have evolved 
conjointly with specific features to allow signal transduction to pass this flexible wall. This 
is on display, for example, during the finely-tuned growth process. Further complexity is 
added by the fact that two adjacent cells always share the same cell wall and growth has to 
be highly synchronized. Plant growth is based on cell wall loosening and the turgor 
displaces cell wall polymers. This needs to be tightly controlled, as too much loosening 
can lead to a burst of the cell. Thus, cell growth itself is a challenge to cell wall integrity.  
1.1.1! Cell wall composition 
The cell wall and its extracellular surroundings, together known as the apoplast, define the 
extracellular space of a plant cell (Sattelmacher 2001). For a long time, the role of the 
apoplast was scientifically neglected. However, in the past decades, it was revealed to be a 
significant source for enzymes and ions, and additionally, a structural prerequisite for the 
survival of the plant cell. In order to accomplish these diverse tasks, the cell wall consists 
of multiple layers, whose composition further differs depending on developmental stage 
and cell type. The middle lamella is the outermost layer, followed by the primary cell wall 
and the secondary cell wall, which arise only in some cells, e.g. xylem, once the cell has 
finished growing (Cosgrove 2005). The middle lamella is deposited between two adjacent 
cells during cell division and essential for adhesion (Zamil and Geitmann 2017). The 
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primary cell wall envelops the growing cells and contributes to wall structural integrity, 
cell adhesion and signal transduction (Cosgrove 2005).  
Pectins provide up to one third of primary cell wall dry mass (Xiao and Anderson 2013) 
and are a chemically heterogeneous group. They consist of four different classes of 
polysaccharides: homogalacturonans (HGs), rhamnogalacturonans type I (RG-I), 
rhamnogalacturonans type II (RG-II), and substituted galacturonans like apiogalacturonan 
and xyclogalacturonan (Caffall and Mohnen 2009). HG, the most prevalent pectin, is a 
polymer of !-1,4-linked-D-galacturonic acid residues (GalA). HG is synthesized in the 
Golgi apparatus and subsequently transported to the cell wall in a highly methylesterified 
status via secretory vesicles (Atmodjo et al., 2013). PECTIN METHYLESTERASES 
(PMEs) are cell wall-based enzymes and catalyse the demethylesterification of HG within 
the cell wall. In this chemical process, methanol and protons are released and the remaining 
demethylesterified HG can establish Ca2+ bonds, which enable the formation of an egg-box 
structure, thus manipulating cell wall rigidity. Methylesterification is a dynamic and strictly 
regulated process, due to the fact that PMEs themselves are further regulated by PME 
INHIBITORS (PMEIs) (Pelloux et al., 2007).  
Hemicellulose is a diverse mix of "-1-4-linked xylose, glucose or mannose (Scheller and 
Ulvskov 2010). Xyloglucans (XG) are the most common group of hemicelluloses in 
Arabidopsis primary cell walls and are synthesized in Golgi apparatus by 
XYLOSYLTRANSFERASES (XXT1/XXT2), precursor XGs are subsequently 
transported to the cell wall. In the apoplast, glycoside hydrolases modify XGs and which 
finally are embedded in the matrix by XG endo-transglycosyles. The xxt1/xxt2 double 
mutant plant lacks XG completely, and displays a relatively mild phenotype with slightly 
smaller plants compared to wildtype (Cavalier et al., 2008). Depending on the chain length, 
XGs can bind to cellulose or be cross-linked to microfibrils to strengthen the cell wall 
(Hanus and Mazeau 2006; Pauly et al., 1999; Takeda et al., 2002). Pectins and 
hemicellulose are both soluble polysaccharides, which perfectly fit into gaps of cellulose 
microfibrils and further cross-link them (McFarlane et al., 2014).  
Finally, cellulose, which accounts for the largest fraction of the planetary biomass, is a 
linear polymer of "-1-4-linked glucose and is synthesized in the plasma membrane by 
CELLULOSE SYNTHASE (CESA) (Somerville 2006). Pectins and Hemicellulose form 
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the basis of the matrix in which cellulose is embedded. For the organization of cellulose, 
the cortical microtubule cytoskeleton is crucial, as it guides CESA complexes (CSC) to the 
PM (Gutierrez et al., 2009). CSC are hexameric rosette-formed complexes composed of 
different CESAs. CESA1, mutants of which are embryo-lethal, and CESA3 are essential, 
while other CESAs are partially redundant (Gillmor et al., 2002; Somerville 2006).  
The secondary cell wall (SCW) has a greater relative content of cellulose and less pectin 
than the primary cell wall (Caffall and Mohnen 2009). Whereas each plant cell includes a 
primary cell wall, SCWs are built in-between the primary cell wall and the PM only in cells 
which have reached their final cell size and serve a special function (Kumar et al., 2016). 
The main components of SCWs are cellulose, hemicellulose, lignin, and cell wall proteins.  
Lignin is a complex polymer consisting of phenolic monomers covalently linked to the 
other components in the SCW, providing strength and rigidity to the cell wall. Lignin is 
highly hydrophobic and thus makes the cells waterproof, which is an important 
characteristic of tracheary element cells, which provide the water and nutrient supply of 
the plant (Schuetz et al., 2012). Biosynthesis of lignin has been intensively been studied 
and presumably takes place after cell death (Turner et al., 2007; Liu et al., 2018). 
1.1.2! Pectin - a supplier of cell wall state information  
Plant growth is a highly regulated process and controlled by the characteristics of the cell 
wall (Cosgrove 2005).  
Pectins can interact with cellulose and hemicellulose, creating a complex network which 
is modified during the controlled growth process (Cosgrove 2005). Changes in the 
methylesterification go along with drastic conformational changes catalysed by PECTIN 
METHYLESTERASES (PMEs) directly in the cell wall. Congruent with this, various 
physiological processes have been reported to be dependent on HG modifications by 
PMEs. PMEs are under the control of PME inhibitors (PMEIs) (Pelloux et al., 2007). This 
fine-tuning of the pectin methylesterification state is the primary supplier to convey 
information of the mechanical properties of the cell wall, and thus enable adaptation to 
changes (Levesque-Tremblay et al., 2015). Methylesterification is important in diverse 
biological functions, such as shoot apical meristem pattern formation (Peaucelle et al., 
2008), fruit development (Wakabayashi et al., 2003), hypocotyl growth (Derbyshire et al., 
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2007; Pelletier et al., 2010), and pollen formation (Francis et al., 2006). The release of 
methanol and protons enable the generation of HG-Ca2+ cross-links which, according to 
reports leads to increase of cell wall elasticity (Peaucelle et al., 2015; Peaucelle et al., 2011; 
Qi et al., 2017). Interestingly, changes of the cell wall properties are not only essential for 
growth processes and organ formation, but it has also been suggested that ectopic PME 
expression promotes patterning processes (Peaucelle et al., 2008). Furthermore, HGs, or 
more specifically the degradation products of HGs, can also serve as signal molecules in 
response to pathogen attack or auxin signals (Ridley et al., 2001; Wolf et al., 2009).  
1.2& Cell wall signalling  
Communication processes are crucial for the adaption of an organism to its surroundings 
and plants have implemented different strategies to arrange with the ever-changing external 
conditions. Cell wall signalling is required to adapt to environmental changes, in particular 
for sessile organisms like plants. These pathways are well described in yeast, another cell 
walled organism encounter difficulties to adapt to environmental changes. Fungal cell walls 
are essential structures to maintain shape and function, and enable environmental 
perception via various receptors. Hence, cell wall signalling in Saccharomyces cerevisiae 
(S. cerevisiae) is well studied, and particularly noteworthy are five cell wall-associated 
transmembrane sensor proteins, such as Wsc1, Wsc2, Wsc3, Mid2 and Mtl1 (Rodicio and 
Heinisch 2010). Developmental signals and environmental effects on the cell wall integrity 
activate the corresponding receptor, which then in turn induces a signal cascade. This 
function most likely arises from the ability to sense mechanical changes happening during 
cell wall deformation (Kock et al., 2015). However, in plants, this is more complex; being 
multicellular organisms, plant cells are tightly connected via their cell walls and depend on 
receptors to perceive information from adjacent cells as well as from the environment to 
coordinate growth (Cosgrove 2005). In the Arabidopsis genome, more than 600 Receptor-
like kinases (RLK) and Receptor-like proteins (RLP) are encoded, and the largest group is 
composed of more than 200 members of RLKs and RLPs containing an extracellular 
domain with a leucine-rich repeat (LRR) (Shiu and Bleecker 2001). Other organisms with 
cell walls, e.g. fungi, additionally include integrity sensors, which can trigger 
compensatory effects based on cell wall property changes (Jendretzki et al., 2011).  
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1.2.1! Receptor-like kinases  
Receptor-like kinases (RLKs) are typically composed of an N-terminal signal peptide, an 
extracellular domain (ECD), a single-pass transmembrane domain (TMD), and a cytosolic 
protein kinase domain (Shiu and Bleecker 2001). Activation of the RLK triggers a 
phosphorylation cascade including phosphorylation of serine, threonine and tyrosine, 
leading to conformational changes (Jaillais et al., 2011; Bojar et al., 2014; Oh et al., 2009). 
Most RLKs form heterodimers with their co-receptors, enabling transphosphorylating and 
–activation (Song et al., 2017). Depending on the extracellular domain, three different 
classes of RLKs can be distinguished: leucine-rich repeat (LRR)-like kinase, 
Cantharanthus roseus receptor-like kinase 1-like proteins (CrRLK1L), and wall-associated 
kinase 1 (WAK1).  
LRR-RLKs participate in numerous signalling processes, such as pathogen attack-related 
defence reactions or in the response to developmental cues. In most cases, RLKs seem to 
form heterodimers with SOMATIC EMBRYOGENESIS RECEPTOS KINASEs (SERKs) 
family members, fostered by ligand binding (Ma et al., 2016). 
Two of the best studied LRR-RLKs are FLAGELLING-SENSING 2 (FLS2) and 
ELONGATION FACTOR-TU RECEPTOR (EFR); involved in detection of the bacterial 
elicitors flagellin and EF-TU, respectively, and initiation of the according immune 
response (Gómez-Gómez et al., 1999; Zipfel et al., 2006). In addition to plant defence, 
LRR-RLKs are also reported to sense hormones and peptides, and subsequently integrate 
this information enabling the plant to adapt (Ma et al., 2016). In this context some examples 
are important to list, like the BRASSINOSTEROID INSENSITIVE 1 (BRI1), first time 
described in a screen insensitive to the steroid hormone brassinosteroid, which later on was 
assigned as the ligand for BRI1 (Li and Chory 1997). Moreover, the signalling peptide 
CLAVATA 3 (CLV3) is perceived by the RLK CLAVATA 1, this interaction regulates 
the shoot apical meristem development (Clark et a., 1997; Brand et al., 2000). Another 
example is the signalling peptide PHYTOSULFOKINE (PSK) associated PSK receptor 
(PSKR1), described to regulate plant growth by cell elongation (Ladwig et al., 2015). In 
addition, organ abscission is controlled by a peptide, the RLK HAESA (HAE) perceives 
the peptide hormone INLFORESCENCE DEFFICIENT IN ABCISSION (IDA) as a signal 
to mediate floral organ abscission (Santiago et al., 2016). It is remarkable that for all 
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mentioned LRR-RLKs, the co-receptor SOMATIC EMBRYOGENESIS RECEPTOR 
KINASES (SERKs) haven been shown to be involved in receptor complex formation. 
There are in total five members in the SERK family and share high structural similarities 
(Chinchilla et al., 2009). Ligand binding of the receptor creates an interface for interaction 
with the co-receptor (Ma et al., 2016)!"
CrRLK1L is the best characterized subfamily of RLKs so far. Their ectodomain contains 
regions sharing homology with animal malectin, which is able to interact with diglucose 
motifs of N-linked oligoglycans, leading to the idea that CrRLK1L may bind to the cell 
wall in plants via this domain (Boisson-Dernier et al., 2011; Thomas et al., 2010). Recently, 
support for this hypothesis has accumulated. The PM-localized CrRLKs were described as 
being able to sense the cell wall state THESEUS (THE1) and FERONIA (FER) (Feng et 
al., 2018; Lin et al.,  2018). A mutation in THE1 can rescue a growth defect in the cellulose-
deficient mutant procuste1-1 (prc1-1) (Hématy et al., 2007). Interestingly, the cellulose 
content in the double mutant prc1-1/the1 is comparable to the prc1-1 single mutant, 
therefore, it is reasonable to suggest that the dwarf prc1-1 phenotype is not caused by the 
low cellulose content, but rather dependent on a defective THE1 response to cellulose 
synthesis (Hématy et al., 2007). The mutation in THE1 restores growth but not the cellulose 
deficiency, this implies the ability of THE1 of monitoring cell wall integrity, and without 
this sensor no feedback is transmitted from the cell wall (Hématy et al., 2007). By now, 
RAPID ALKALINIZATION FACTOR (RALF) 34 has been identified as THE1 ligand 
(Gonneau et al., 2018).   
FER is part of several different pathways, e.g. it is crucial for fertilization (Huck 2003), 
and interconnects with several hormonal pathways such as abscisic acid, ethylene and BR 
signalling (Chen et al., 2016; Deslauriers and Larsen 2010; Mao et al., 2015). Furthermore, 
RALF was found to bind to the ectodomain of FER and trigger phosphorylation cascades 
within the cell (Haruta et al., 2014). Meanwhile also the direct binding of FER to PGA was 
shown to maintain cell wall integrity during salt stress (Feng et al., 2018; Lin et al., 2018). 
ANXUR1 and 2 are the closest homologs to FER and were reported to be involved in 
maintaining pollen tube cell wall integrity (Boisson-Dernier et al., 2013; Miyazaki et al., 
2009). There are first hints that the kinase domain of FER is not crucial to rescue the fer 
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mutant, it suggests that the cytoplasmic domain is sufficient as a kind of scaffold protein 
to perform the task for this specific pathway (Kessler et al., 2015).  
Another class of receptors are wall associated kinases (WAKs) with having epidermal 
growth factor (EGF) like repeats, similar to vertebrates, in their extracellular domain. The 
intracellular domain has a serine/threonine kinase activity. WAKs prefer cross-linked 
configuration of pectate mediated by Ca2+ ions and have critical roles in overall plant 
developmental processes (Wagner 2001). WAK1 was shown to bind to insoluble cell wall 
fraction (He et al., 1996) this was confirmed 10 years later and the pectin –binding 
subdomain of the extracellular domain was identified and shown to interact with pectin via 
noncovalent binding (Decreux and Messiaen 2005).  
1.2.2! Receptor-like proteins 
1.2.3!  Receptor-like proteins 
As briefly mentioned above, Receptor-like proteins (RLP) are PM-localized proteins, but 
lack, in contrast to RLKs, kinase domains. There are 57 genes encoding for RLPs in the 
genome of Arabidopsis described, some of which are shown to be central in plant 
development. They mainly differ in their cytoplasmic domain and the number of LRR 
repeats in the ECD (Wang et al., 2008). It is widely accepted and supported by literature, 
that RLPs require complex formation with a kinase protein to trigger downstream 
signalling (Gust and Felix 2014).  
Various RLPs take part in defence (Liebrand et al., 2014). Cf-9 and Ve1, two RLPs 
identified in Solanum lycopersicum, recognize pathogen elicitors and subsequently interact 
with a RLK to induce defence reactions (Jones et al., 1994; Liebrand et al., 2013). 
Furthermore, in Arabidopsis, pathogen attack triggers downstream effects transmitted 
through RLP3, RLP23 or RLP30 (Albert et al., 2015, Shen and Diener, 2013, Zhang et al., 
2013). Similar to RLKs, RLPs can interact with SERKs, as it has been shown for RLP30 
and RLP23, which form heterodimers with BAK1/SERK3 to relay the corresponding 
signal (Albert et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2013). SUPPRESSOR OF BIR1-1 (SOBIR1) is a 
positive regulator of defence signalling and was shown to interact with several RLPs 
(RLP23 and RLP30) (Albert et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2013). Interestingly, interactions 
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with SOBIR are constitutive, RLP-BAK1 interactions, however, is ligand-induced (Gust 
and Felix 2014; Liebrand et al., 2013).  
In addition to pathogen response reactions, RLPs have also been described to be involved 
in plant development. One representative is RLP10 or CLAVATA2 (CLV2), which forms 
a functional unit with CORYNE (CRN), a receptor kinase able to recognize the signal 
peptide CLV3 (Müller et al., 2008). Furthermore, RLP17 or TOO MANY MOUTHS 
(TMM) forms active heteromers with an RLK of the ERECTA family to ensure correct 
stomatal development (Lee et al., 2012).  
1.2.4! Receptor like protein 44 
Recently, we identified RLP44 as a suppressor of the severe phenotype caused by 
overexpression of PECTIN METHYLESTERASE INHIBITOR 5 (PMEIox) (Wolf et al., 
2014). PMEI5 is inhibiting PMEs, which hydrolyse the methylester groups of pectins. 
PMEIox plants compensate the effect on cell integrity by over-activation of BR-signalling, 
presumable mediated through RLP44, since with loss of RLP44, the pectin state cannot be 
sensed and the phenotype is rescued back to the wildtype phenotype. The suppressor 
mutant was named comfortably numb 2 (cnu2). RLP44 at first seems like a typical member 
of its family, its cytoplasmic domain (CD) is only 25 AAs long and very well conserved 
when compared to orthologous plant proteins (Borja Garnelo Gómez 2017). However, the 
CD AA composition of RLP44 is predominantly basic and therefore stands out from the in 
general more acidic AA composition of the CD in other RLPs (Gust and Felix 2014). In 
silico analysis suggests four putative phosphorylation sites within the CD and degradation 
is most likely based on ubiquitination (Borja Garnelo Gómez 2017).  
Presumably, phosphorylation of RLP44 occurs in a cell wall-responsive manner; however, 
it is not completely understood how RLP44 is regulated or which kinases are responsible. 
Previous research has shown that RLP44 can activate BR-signalling independent of BL-
availability via interaction with BAK1 (Wolf et al., 2014). Overexpression of RLP44 alone 
induces a phenotype reminiscent of the BRI1-overexpressing phenotype such as long 
petioles (Wolf et al., 2014; Friedrichsen et al., 2000). However, neither the loss-of-function 
mutant rlp44cnu2, nor the overexpression mutant RLP44ox show an altered BL-sensitivity 
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(Wolf et al., 2014). In conclusion, RLP44 is not part of the BR-signalling pathway itself 
but interacts with BAK1 to mediate the integration of the cell wall and BR signalling.  
1.3& Brassinosteroid signalling 
Brassinosteroids (BRs), as indicated by the name, were discovered in Brassica napus, 
specifically in pollen, as growth-promoting steroids. Today, the BR-signalling pathway is 
one of the best characterized pathways in plants (Grove et al., 1979; Mandava 1988, 
Belkhadir and Jaillais 2015). Many cell wall-modifying enzymes are described to be 
regulated by BRs, highlighting their role in cell expansion (Goda 2004). BRs occur 
ubiquitously in the plant, and Brassinolide (BL) is the most active form. The biosynthetic 
pathway of BL uses campesterol as a starting point and contains a sequence of oxidations 
and reductions resulting in BL (Yokota 1997). A number of enzymes involved in the BL 
biosynthesis have been identified, e.g. steroid hydroxylases as DWF4 (Asami et al., 2001), 
CONSTITUTUVE PHOTPMOHOGENIC DWAF (CPD) (Szekeres et al., 1996), and 
steroid reductase DE-ETIOLATED 2 (DET2) (Li et al., 1996). Interestingly, BR 
biosynthesis seems to be rather flexible, with the reaction catalysed by each enzyme being 
more important than the sequence of the reactions. Knockout of any of the enzymes leads 
to a BR-deficient phenotype displayed by dwarfism, darker green leaves and infertile 
flowers (Friedrichsen et al., 2000). With the application of propiconazole (PPZ), the 
endogenous BR-biosynthesis can be completely blocked, as this compound effectively 
inhibits the function of DWF4 (Hartwig et al., 2012). The BRASSINOSTEORID 
INSENSITIVE 1 (BRI1) receptor was identified in a screen for BRs-insensitive plants 
(Clouse 1996). BRI1 is a plasma membrane receptor-like kinase (RLK) (see chapter 1.2.1 
for details). There are three BRI1 homologs, BRI1-LIKE1, BRI1-LIKE2 and BRI1-LIKE3 
(BRL), however only BRI1, BRL1, and BRL3 are able to bind to BL and rescue the bri1 
mutant phenotype when expressed under control of the BRI1 promoter (Caño-Delgado et 
al., 2004). BRI1 consists of typical RLK domains, an ECD (built of 21 tandem 
amino-terminal LRRs, an island domain and four additional LRRs N-terminal of the TMD), 
a single-pass TMD, and a cytoplasmic kinase domain, which is essential for its function 
(Friedrichsen et al., 2000). Interference with BR-signalling, whether caused by deficient 
BL-biosynthesis or a mutation of the BRI1 receptor, leads to severe morphological, so 
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called BR-deficient phenotypes, such as dwarfism, male infertility, changed vascular 
development to mention a few (Belkhadir and Jaillais 2015). BL binds to a pocket formed 
by the island domain (ID) an approximately 70 AAs long stretch in the ECD of BRI1, 
inducing its activation. Subsequently, BRI1 KINASE INHIBITOR 1 (BKI1), which binds 
to the C-terminus of BRI1, is phosphorylated and released (Wang and Chory 2006; Wang 
et al., 2014), enabling BRI1 to interact with the co-receptor BRI-ASSOCIATED KINASE 
1/SOMATIC EMRYOGENESIS RECEPTOR KINASE 3 (BAK1)/(SERK3) (Santiago et 
al., 2013; Sun et al., 2013). BAK1, another positive regulator of BR-signalling, is a RLK 
and heterodimerization of BRI1 and BAK1 leads to trans- and autophosphorylation 
reactions. BAK1 is described to be a co-receptor in different roles and can interact with 
several RLKs (Chinchilla et al., 2007; Ladwig et al., 2015). Subsequently, the activated 
heterodimer BRI1-BAK1 phosphorylates proteins of the receptor-like cytoplasmic kinase 
(RLCK) superfamily, e.g. the BRI1 SUBSTRATE KINASES (BSKs) and/or the 
CONSTITUTIVE DIFFERENTIAL GROWTH1/CDG-LIKE (CDG1/CDL) families 
(Tang et al., 2008; Kim et al., 2011; Sreeramulu et al., 2013). Thereupon, phosphorylated 
BSKs and CDGs are able to activate the phosphatase BRI1 SUPPRESSOR (BSU1) (Kim 
et al., 2009) which in turn dephosphorylates and deactivates BRI1 INSENSITIVE 2 
(BIN2). BIN2 is a glycogen synthase kinase 3-like (GSK3) family member and can 
negatively regulate BR-signalling by phosphorylating the transcription factors (TFs) 
BRASSINAZOLE-RESISTANT 1 (BZR1) and BRI1-EMS-SUPPRESSOR 1 (BES1). 
Phosphorylated TFs are sequestered by 14-3-3 proteins in the cytosol preventing DNA-
binding (Vert and Chory 2006) and targeting for degradation by the 26S-proteasome (He 
et al., 2002). Once Brassinosteroids are present, BIN2 is inactivated BZR1/BES1 are 
dephosphorylated by PROTEIN PHOSPHATASE 2A (PP2A) (Gampala et al., 2007), and 
can enter the nucleus to regulate BR-dependent genes (Sun et al., 2010) (P.@<('!L). Bikinin 
is a specific inhibitor of GSK3 proteins leading to activation of BR-signalling independent 
of BL-ligand availability downstream of the BRI1 receptor (De Rybel et al., 2009). 
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1.4& Phytosulfokine signalling 
More than 1000 potential plant signal peptides are thought to exist, however, only a few 
have been described in detail. The existing data suggest that these peptides are crucial for 
the coordination and securing cellular functions in multicellular organisms (Murphy, 
Smith, and De Smet 2012, Czyzewicz et al., 2013). Plant peptides are classified in two 
main groups, they either can be secreted or non-secreted. Secreted peptides again can be 
divided based on their structure in posttranslationally modified or cysteine-rich peptides 
(Matsubayashi 2014). Typical posttranslational modifications are e.g. tyrosine sulfation, 
proline hydroxylation, or hydroxyproline arabinosylation, and are important for the 
biological function of the peptide (Matsubayashi 2011). In general, posttranscriptionally 
modified peptides are shorter than 20 AA and the product of proteolytically processed 
polypeptide precursors. There are at least four classes sulfated peptides in plants – 
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phytosulfokine (PSK) (Matsubayashi and Sakagami 1996), plant peptide containing 
sulfated tyrosine (PSY) (Amano et al., 2007), root growth factor (RGF) (Matsuzaki et al., 
2010), casparian strip formation integrity factor 1 (CIF1), and CIF2 (Doblas et al., 2017; 
Nakayama et al., 2017). Preliminary results point to interdependency of BR and PSK 
signalling, presenting peptides as an important tool to decipher communication processes 
in plants (Hartmann et al., 2013; Murphy et al., 2012). PSK is a peptide of only five AAs 
(Y(SO3H)-I-Y(SO3H)-T-Q) with two sulfated tyrosine residues and was first described as 
a secreted peptide in Asparagus officinalis cell culture, where it induces cell proliferation 
(Matsubayashi and Sakagami 1996). In Arabidopsis, all sulfation reactions are catalysed 
by TYROSYLPROTEIN SULFOTRANSFERASE (TPST) in the Golgi, which is involved 
in a variety of processes (Komori et al., 2009). The proteolytic processing of the sulfated 
preproteins in the apoplast is believed to involve subtilases and other, unknown proteases 
(Srivastava et al., 2008). Subsequently, the mature PSK peptide is perceived by 
PHYTOSULFOKINE RECEPTOR 1 and 2 (PSKR1/PSKR2). PSKR1/2 are LRR-RLKs, 
with 21 LRRs in which a 36 AAs long island domain is at position LRR18, the binding site 
of PSK (Shinohara et al., 2007). PSK stabilizes the interaction of PSKR1 with SERKs, 
reminiscent of the interaction between BRI1 and BAK1 supported by BL (Wang et al., 
2015). However, subsequent to receptor activation, no information regarding the 
downstream signalling pathway is published yet. The current literature provides data 
concerning PSKR1 binding to calmodulin, which is as essential as the kinase activity for 
the functionality of the protein (Hartmann et al., 2014). Additionally, PSKR1 has been 
described to be co-expressed with the cyclic nucleotide-GATED channel gene (CNGC17), 
however, they are not directly interacting. Instead, CNGC17 can interact with BAK1, 
indicating a cGMP-depending downstream effect (Ladwig et al., 2015).  
Until now, the effect of PSK on root elongation based on promotion cell expansion, on 
tracheary differentiation, and on defence responses has been described (Kutschmar et al., 
2009; Matsubayashi et al., 1999; Igarashi et al., 2012). Exogenously applied PSK promotes 
root growth by around 10% compared to mock-treated control plants (Hartmann et al., 
2013). Mutants affected in either PSK receptors or in TPST exhibit phenotypical growth 
defects (shorter roots and smaller plants) (Hartmann et al., 2013). PSK receptor mutants 
cannot sense PSK supply (Kutschmar et al., 2009), whereas the tpst-1 mutant phenotype 
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can be partially restored by the addition of PSK, and completely restored by simultaneous 
application of PSK, PSY and RGF (Matsuzaki et al., 2010).  
Overexpression of PSKR1 leads to longer roots and hypocotyls compared to the wildtype 
and expression of the PSKR1 transgene in the epidermis was sufficient to rescue the mutant 
phenotype, arguing for a non cell-autonomous mode of action (Hartmann et al., 2013).  
The BR-regulated TF ETHYLEN RESPONSE FACTOR 115 (ERF115) is present in the 
quiescent centre (QC) and regulates the QC cell division. ERF115 was shown to 
transcriptionally regulate PSK5, one of the five PSK precursor-encoding genes in 
Arabidopsis. Transcription of both, ERF115 and PSK5 is elevated upon BL treatment 
(Heyman et al., 2013; Ladwig et al., 2015). Beyond that and the structural similarities 
between BRI1 and PSKR1, PSKR1 is also able to interact with the same co-receptor BAK1, 
suggesting once more a possible crosstalk between BR- and PSK-signalling (Ladwig et al., 
2015; Wang et al., 2015).  
1.5& Xylem development and the influence of plant peptides 
The Arabidopsis root is characterized by precisely determined and structured tissues. The 
vascular tissue in the centre of the root is crucial for the survival of the plant and is a 
prerequisite for the evolutionary success of vascular plants. It provides the plant with water 
and nutrients, and mechanically supports vertical growth (Lucas et al., 2013). In 
Arabidopsis primary roots the composition of the vascular tissue is set precisely with five 
metaxylem cells in one axis, surrounded by the procambium in which the phloem cells are 
arranged on both sides, and finally surrounded by one layer of pericycle cells (P.@<('!X) 
(De Rybel et al., 2015).  
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Xylem tracheary elements have lignified secondary cell wall thickenings, which enable the 
distinction between protoxylem and metaxylem. Metaxylem cells are characterized by 
pitted thickenings, while protoxylem can be distinguished by circular and spiral 
thickenings. Xylem is responsible for the water transport, phloem for nutrient distribution, 
and the procambium serves as a source for phloem and xylem cells during secondary 
(lateral) growth. 
Secondary growth derived cells produced in the cambial meristem obtain the xylem cell 
fate dependent on positional information, but primary xylem cell fate is formed in the early 
embryo (Baum et al., 2002). How is this specific pattern formed?  
The formation of the vascular tissue is highly organized and is already set up early in the 
globular stage of the embryo and determines vascular pattern for the postembryonic 
growth. Xylem, phloem and procambium of the root and hypocotyls arise from several 
periclinal divisions of four initial provascular cells (Scheres et al., 1994). PIN-FORMED 
(PIN) family auxin transporters are enriched in two provascular initial cells, leading to a 
local increase of auxin which activates AUXIN RESPONSE FACTORS (ARFs) (Friml et 
al., 2003). MONOPTEROS (MP/ARF5) is a crucial transcription factor (TF) for initiation 
of the vascular formation in the embryo, as mp mutants exhibit a phenotype in the early 
embryo (Hardtke and Berleth 1998). TARGET OF MONOPTEROS 5 (TMO5) and 
LONSESOME HIGHWAY (LHW), two basic helix-loop-helix transcription factors are 
expressed in the two mentioned provascular initial cells, which receive more auxin. 
(Ohashi-Ito and Bergmann 2007; Schlereth et al., 2010). TMO5-LHW heterodimers cause 
periclinal cell divisions during embryogenesis (Ohashi-Ito et al., 2013; De Rybel et al., 
2013). LONELY GUY 4 (LOG4), a direct transcriptional target of the TMO5/LHW dimer, 
is a biosynthetic enzyme in Cytokinin (CK) biosynthesis. CK channels auxin to the xylem 
precursor cells via regulation of the PIN proteins. Furthermore, auxin induces 
ARABIDOPSIS HISIDINE PHOSPHATRANSFERASE PROTEIN 6 (AHP6), another 
MP target gene, and also a CK signalling inhibitor (Bishopp et al., 2011), leading to 
protoxylem differentiation (P.@<('! `A). Is the perception of cytokinin inhibited, for 
instance through a mutation of the cytokinin receptor ARABIDOPSIS HISTIDINE 
KINASE (AHK4) in wooden leg (wol) and has reduced periclinal divisions and all cell files 
differentiate to protoxylem cells (Mähönen et al., 2006). Taken together CK is a critical 
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hormone, and the mutual antagonism of auxin and cytokinin signalling sets the boundaries 
for vascular patterning. CK inhibits protoxylem formation, but promotes periclinal 
divisions. Two TF AT-HOOK MOTIF NUCLEAR LOCALIZED 3 (AHL3) and AHL4 
regulate the vascular tissue boundaries between xylem and procambium, as mutants show 
ectopic expression of xylem cell within the procambium. Their expression overlaps with 
high CK levels and AHLs were shown to be CK-inducible (Zhou et al., 2013), but mutants 
are still CK-responsive (P.@<('!`B). Auxin also induces class III homeodomain leucine 
zipper (HD-ZIP III) genes as ATHB8, PHABULOSA (PHB), PHAVOLUTA (PHV), 
REVOLUTA (REV) and ATHB15 (Donner et al., 2009; Ursache et al., 2014). HD-ZIP III 
are also targeted by miR165 and miR166, which are mobile small miRNAs (Carlsbecker 
et al., 2010). miRNA165/166 expression it initiated in the endodermis by SCARECROW 
(SCR), once SHORTROOT (SHR) is available, since it is only expressed in the in the stele. 
miR165/166 move into the stele and consequently a gradient of HD-ZIPIIIs is induced. 
High levels in HD-ZIPIII lead to metaxylem cells, whereas low levels of HD-ZIPIII 
promote protoxylem cell formation (P.@<('!`C) (Carlsbecker et al. 2010; Helariutta et al. 
2000; Laurenzio et al. 1996).  
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Moreover, in the hypocotyl, CLAVATA3/ EMBRYO SURROUNDING REGION (CLE) 
peptide signalling is involved in vascular differentiation. CLE41 and CLE44, encoding 
TRACHEARY ELEMENT DIFFERENTIATION INHIBITORY FACTOR (TDIF) are 
expressed in the phloem to repress xylem differentiation. Peptides are perceived in the 
procambium through LRR PHLOEM INTERCALATED WITH XYLEM (PXY) 
(Hirakawa et al., 2008) and actives the GSK3 family proteins to repress BES1/BZR2 TF 
and subsequently inhibit xylem differentiation (Kondo et al., 2014). However, relevance 
has not been shown in roots, so far.  
An essential part of the vascular differentiation is the deposition of the SCW, a highly 
regulated process. VASCULAR-RELATED NAC DOMAIN (VND) proteins are involved 
in the SCW biosynthesis and programmed cell death to consequently initiate xylem 
differentiation (Kubo et al., 2005). VND6 expression defines metaxylem and VND7 
protoxylem formation. MYBs are direct targets of VND6/7 and promote expression of 
biosynthetic genes, necessary for SCW construction (Ohashi-Ito et al., 2010; Yamaguchi 
et al., 2011). Additionally, it was shown in Zinnia cell culture that BRs can promote xylem 
differentiation, suggesting a physiological connection (Yamamoto et al., 1997). Thus, 
inhibitors of BR biosynthesis such as uniconazole and brassinazole inhibit xylem 
differentiation, which in turn can be rescued by exogenous application of BL (Iwasaki and 
Shibaok 1991). Supporting information for the impact of BRs on vasculature development 
is provided by the increased levels of five different BRs during transition from 
undifferentiated cells to tracheary elements (Yamamoto et al., 2001). In addition, it has 
been described that BR-signalling influences the formation of vascular bundles in 
Arabidopsis (Caño-Delgado et al., 2004; Ibañes et al., 2009). Furthermore, it was reported 
that PSK promotes the differentiation of mesophyll to tracheary cells in asparagus cell 
cultures (Matsubayashi et al., 1999). BR- and PSK- signalling have already been studied 
for interdependency, and these and further data suggest that PSK-signalling is BR-
dependent (Hartmann et al., 2013). 
1.6& Final destination: how a cell gets is identity  
Plants grow throughout their whole life and permanently develop new organs. Therefore, 
for longitudinal growth, two primary meristems, the root apical meristem (RAM) and the 
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shoot apical meristem (SAM), provide a source for pluripotent stem cells. The 
(pro)cambium is part of the vascular tissue and deliver cells to maintain radial growth. The 
root of Arabidopsis represents an ideal model to study plant cell fate determination, due to 
its stereotypical development, amenability to imaging, and ease of handling. Transverse 
sections of the root reveal the stable composition of the cell architecture (Dolan et al., 
1993). Longitudinally, the primary root is subdivided into four main zones: the 
meristematic zone (1), characterized by small, actively dividing cells, adjacent the 
transition zone (2) with slow cell growth and cells still able to divide. Meristematic cells 
are displaced into the elongation zone (3), in which cells quickly elongate and, once they 
reach their final size, enter the differentiation zone (4) with fully differentiated cells (P.@<('!
1) (Verbelen et al., 2006).  
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Cells progress through each of the four well-defined zones accompanied by distinct 
alterations of the cell wall (Verbelen et al., 2006). Multiple studies indicate root cell fate to 
be dependent on positional information and not on lineage, as it has been described for 
animals (Kidner et al., 2000). Already more than 20 years ago, laser ablation experiments 
have shown that cells can switch their fate as a reaction to changing positional information 
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(Van den Berg et al., 1995). Furthermore, clonal analysis of the Arabidopsis root revealed 
that the offspring of one single cell can result in up to five different cell fates (Kidner et 
al., 2000). In addition, a trans-differentiation protocol has been established in Zinnia 
elegans cell cultures, exhibiting the de-differentiation of single mesophyll cells by loss of 
their photosynthetic capacity and subsequent differentiation into tracheary elements 
(Fukuda 1997). This trans-differentiation approach facilitated studies to elucidate the roles 
of auxin and cytokinin in controlling vascular morphogenesis (please see 1.5 for more 
details). In conclusion, plant cell fate is mainly determined by the relative position within 
a tissue and hormonal signals perceived from the surrounding cells. Trans-differentiation 
strikingly demonstrates how plastic cell fate is, thus we must postulate a mechanism that 
continuously senses exogenous positional signals and integrates them to control 
proliferation, growth and differentiation.  
 Aims of this study  
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The integration of extracellular signals with intracellular growth regulation is crucial for 
the development of multicellular organisms. Communication from the outside to the inside 
of a plant cell is pivotal for the whole organism to adapt to the environment. This implies 
that the plant has to assess all the external information, convey an appropriate answer, and 
continuously adapt post-embryonic growth. In line with this, a high number and diversity 
of PM-localized receptors has been identified. Recently, we characterized the receptor-like 
protein 44 (RLP44) as a suppressor of a cell wall modified mutant and assume it has a role 
in signal transduction.  
The aim of this work is to understand the function of RLP44 in cell wall signal transduction. 
Thus, our objectives are:  
•" Deciphering the role of RLP44 in sensing cell wall changes and downstream 
signalling activation.  
•" Investigating the physiological role of this signalling module.  
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2.1& RLP44 can interact directly with BRI1 
The plant cell wall is a highly complex structure, composed of polysaccharides, proteins, 
and other polymers like lignin, suberin or cutin (Cosgrove 2005). In the Arabidopsis 
PECTIN METHYLESTERASE INHIBITOR 5 OVEREXPRESSING (PMEIox) mutant, 
pectin manipulation leads to the loss of cell wall integrity and to a compensatory response 
by brassinosteroid (BR) signalling (Wolf et al., 2012). PMEIox seedlings show a severe 
root waving phenotype, whereas adult plants display curled leaves, convoluted shoots, 
misshapen siliques, and organ fusions (Wolf et al., 2014). To better understand how the 
changes in the cell wall could influence the development, an ethyl methanesulfonate (EMS) 
mutagenesis screen had been performed previously. In this forward genetic screen, we 
identified a mutant of RECEPTOR-LIKE PROTEIN44 (RLP44) as a suppressor of the 
PMEIox phenotype. It has been demonstrated, that RLP44 forms a complex with BRI1 and 
its co-receptor BAK1 and additionally split ubiquitin data supported the direct interaction 
with BAK1 (Wolf et al., 2014). Overexpression of RLP44 activates BR-signalling (Wolf 
et al., 2014). The observation that overexpression of RLP44 in a BR hypomorphic mutant 
does not rescue the BR insensitivity of the mutant (Wolf et al., 2014), suggested that RLP44 
acts either upstream or together with BRI1. Therefore, we wanted to further analyse the 
interaction of RLP44 and BRI1. The presence of BRI1 in immunoprecipitates of 
RLP44-GFP in transiently expressing N. benthamiana leaves indicates complex formation 
(P.@<('!]A). Similar results were also obtained in the pRLP44:RLP44-GFP (rlp44cnu2) line, 
where the presence of BAK1 and BRI1 in immunoprecipitates of RLP44-GFP was detected 
(Garnelo Gómez 2017). 
In cooperation with Friederike Ladwig and Klaus Harter, we were able to show the direct 
interaction of BRI1 and RLP44 in a mating-based split ubiquitin assay in yeast (data not 
shown, part of Holzwart et al., in revision). The results are consistent with those already 
published for the interaction between RLP44-BAK1 and BAK1-RLP44 (Wolf et al., 2014). 
In addition, Foerster resonance energy transfer and fluorescence lifetime imaging 
microscopy (FRET-FLIM) analysis after transient expression of 35S:BRI1-GFP and 
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35S:RLP44-RFP constructs in N. benthamiana leaves confirmed interaction of BRI1 and 
RLP44 (P.@<('! ]B). Moreover, a bimolecular fluorescence complementation analysis 
independently confirmed the direct interaction of RLP44 and BRI1 (Garnelo Gómez 2017). 
Thus, several different approaches confirmed the direct interaction of RLP44 with BRI1. 
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2.2& RLP44 cytoplasmic domain is able to co-immunoprecipitate BRI1 
The leucine-riche repeat region is a motif apparent in the extracellular domain of RLK. It 
is described that the domain is an important platform for interaction with ligands and/or 
co-receptors (Zhang et al., 2016). Based on previous publications, we hypothesized that 
RLP44ECD is responsible for protein-protein interactions (Jaillais et al., 2011; Santiago et 
al., 2013; Smakowska-luzan et al., 2018). According to results using isothermal titration 
calorimetry perfomed by Ulrich Hohmann (data not shown) the RLP44ECD peptide 
expressed in insect cells showed no binding to the preformed BRI1-BL-BAK1 complex. 
Furthermore, another method to study interactions, the analytical gel filtrations was used 
to test, if RLP44ECD interacts directly with a BRI1-BL-BAK1 complex, only BRI1±BL, 
and BAK1. Here, we should also consider that it may not have been possible to detect 
interactions with these in vitro techniques, as co-factors present in planta may be required. 
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However, no interaction with any of the tested proteins was shown with the RLP44ECD 
domain with neither these techniques, nor in co-immunoprecipitation approaches in 
transiently overexpressed N. benthamiana leaves. We decided to dissect the RLP44 protein 
and analyse also its other domains, and were able to identify that the cytosolic domain of 
RLP44 (from hereon named RLP44CD) was sufficient to form a complex with BRI1 
(P.@<('!\). The cytosolic domain is highly conserved in RLP44 orthologous across the plant 
kingdom and can be phosphorylated, which suggesting it interacts with a kinase (Garnelo 
Gómez 2017). A first approach to complement the cnu2 mutant with the RLP44CD 
construct showed no reconstitution of the PMEIox phenotype (data not shown).  
To sum up, the truncated RLP44CD is a short, very conserved domain, which is able to 
form a complex with BRI1 when transiently overexpressed in N. benthamiana leaves.  
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2.3& RLP44 extracellular domain can associate with the cell wall 
RLP44 was characterized as a plasma membrane-localized protein, composed of an 
extracellular domain (ECD) with an N-terminal signalling peptide, four leucine rich repeat 
regions (LRRs), a single transmembrane domain (TMD) and a short cytosolic domain (CD) 
(P.@<('![#$. Based on the discovery of RLP44 in a cell wall mutant, we decided to study 
the behaviour of the protein under hypertonic conditions. Transient overexpression of the 
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RLP44-GFP protein driven by the 35S promoter in Nicotiana benthamiana (N. 
benthamiana) leaves suggested plasma membrane (PM) localization (P.@<('! [B$ as 
previously observed in stable Arabidopsis plants. In hypertonic solution (0.6 M sorbitol), 
the cells were plasmolysed, i.e., the PM was detached from the cell wall to adjust to the 
surrounding hypertonic solution (Lang et al., 2014). Hechtian strands were visible as 
thread-like structures in the periplastic zone between the cell wall and the PM. These 
structures are thought to play a significant role in cell-cell communication events via 
connection of the plasmodesmata (Lang et al., 2014). We observed that fluorescence 
distribution after plasmolysis of a PM marker, here Low temperature induced protein 6B 
(Lti6B), was more regular than the RLP44 signal distribution (P.@<('! [B). In the 
plasmolysed cells with RLP44, these thread-like structures occurred more often than in PM 
localized protein Lti6B (data not shown) and in addition, the detachment was more 
disorderly compared to the PM marker control (P.@<('![C). Lti6B is a small PM protein, 
which does not bind to the CW (Martinière et al., 2011). The patchy RLP44 pattern was 
only detected when the PM appeared to be still attached to the cell wall, which suggested 
a possible interaction of RLP44 with the cell wall matrix. During plasmolysis, the full-
length RLP44 protein remains anchored in the PM through the TMD, which is expected to 
compete with a putative cell wall association. To test whether the RLP44ECD indeed 
associates with the CW, we studied the localization of the 35S:RLP44ECD-mCherry 
protein excluding both TMD and CD. To facilitate the visualisation of the PM, mGFP-
Lti6B was co-infiltrated. The N-terminal signal sequence of RLP44ECD was still guiding 
the truncated protein to the extracellular space as we were able to detect an apoplastic 
accumulation of the signal (P.@<('![C), this signal was diffuse and more scattered than 
RLP44 full-length protein localization. In plasmolysed cells, the signal of RLP44ECD was 
detected in the apoplastic space between cell wall and PM, as well as, more strongly, in the 
cell wall. Taken the results together, RLP44 is a PM localized RLP and the RLP44ECD is 
able to bind a cell wall component. !
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To confirm the cell wall binding ability of RLP44ECD in Arabidopsis, we crossed a line 
expressing RLP44ECD-mCherry to mGFP-Lti6B as a PM marker. Leaf disks of F1 plants 
resulting from the cross were used to visualise the protein localization during plasmolysis 
in epidermal cells (P.@<('!j). The PM detached from the cell wall and was labelled by 
mGFP-Lti6B, while RLP44ECD seemed to continue to be attached to the cell wall and 
dispersed in the apoplastic space between cell wall and PM (P.@<('!j first row). Verification 
of the localization was performed by using a secreted red-fluorescent protein (secRFP) in 
plasmolysed epidermis cells, it accumulated in the newly formed space between the PM 
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and the cell wall and seems to be excluded from the cell wall (Zheng 2005) (P.@<('!j second 
row). As a positive control, we used a line expressing part of the cell wall binding ECD of 
FORMIN HOMOLOG 1. When a truncated version without the transmembrane domain 
part was used (FH107), the protein remained mostly in the cell wall as well as in the 
apoplastic space (P.@<('!j third row), in agreement with published results (Martinière et 
al., 2011).  
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2.4! Recombinant RLP44ECD binds to pectate in vitro 
The recently identified plasma-membrane-bound receptor-like kinase THESEUS1 (THE1) 
was shown to monitor the pectin state. Furthermore, wall-associated kinases (WAKs) have 
already been linked to the cell wall more than 20 years ago (He et al., 1996). Data from our 
lab suggested that RLP44 could be a sensor of the cell wall pectate state and further transmit 
this state to the cell interior of (Kolbeck 2015). Recent literature provides data for the direct 
binding of the ECDs of FER1 and WAK1 to PGA. (Decreux and Messiaen 2005, Feng et 
al., 2018; Lin et al., 2018; Cheung and Wu 2011). Detailed studies revealed that the 
“egg-box” structure which is formed by demethylesterified pectin in the presence of 
calcium, enables the binding of WAK1 (Decreux and Messiaen 2005).  
In order to further characterize how RLP44ECD might monitor cell wall integrity, the DNA 
sequence encoding amino acids (AA) 25-226 of the extracellular domain of RLP44 were 
cloned and used to express a soluble recombinant protein in insect cells. The recombinant 
protein was produced by Ulrich Hohmann. To reveal with which CW component RLP44 
might associate, we performed a binding assay with a glycan array provided by William 
Willats. This array is spotted with a library of in total 84 different oligosaccharides (see 
appendix for the detailed list of spotted oligosaccharides; P.@<('! 1Y; P.@<('! 1L). The 
recombinant, StrepII-tagged RLP44ECD was used to probe the glycan array. We could not 
detect any binding to cellulose and the hemicellulose xyloglucan (P.@<('!kA). In contrast, 
RLP44ECD was detected specifically bound to pectin and the signal intensity generally 
seemed to be negatively correlated with the degree of demethylesterification (DM) (P.@<('!
kA). However, we could still observe differences in binding affinity between pectin spaces, 
e.g. base random deesterified blocks DM96 the interaction appeared as intensive as low 
degree DE pectins from lime, suggesting that the pattern of demethylesterification might 
play a role in the interaction with RLP44. To further confirm these results, we spotted 
nitrocellulose membranes with commercially available pectins with different degrees of 
methyesterification (P.@<('!kB). In order to rule out any false positive interactions, we used 
the ECD of BAK1 as a negative control (data not shown, no quantification possible, no 
signal detected). !
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We identified pectate or high methylesterified pectin as the ligands of RLP44 in vitro and 
were able to confirm this result with self-dissolved oligosaccharide solutions spotted on a 
nitrocellulose membrane.  
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2.5& Tyrosin146 & arginine170 may be required for the cell wall binding of 
RLP44 
Interestingly, in Zucchini, it has been shown that an isoperoxidase, an enzyme active in the 
apoplast, can bind specifically to polygalacturonic acid through a cluster of arginines 
(Carpin et al., 2001). Furthermore, lysine, another positively charged AA, has been 
implicated in interactions of proteins with cell wall components, while tyrosine has been 
shown to form stacking interactions with galacturonic acid (Scavetta et al., 1999; Spadoni 
et al., 2006). Importantly, cell wall binding through basic amino acids of another LRR 
protein, PGIP from pea, has been previously described (Spadoni et al., 2006). To assess the 
role of cell wall association for RLP44 function, we sought to test how cell wall properties 
influence downstream signalling. To study this, a first step was to identify the AAs 
responsible for RLP44 cell wall binding. As a second step, a mutation in the respective 
AAs may lead to the release of RLP44 of the cell wall. RLP44 is a LRR protein, and 
although the crystal structure of this specific protein is not available, it is possible to 
estimate the structure of the ECD based on homology modelling using other LRR proteins, 
at least for the ECD domain. Several structures have already been studied in detail and 
literature agrees on a helical shape of the LRR ECD domains (Bella et al., 2008, Hothorn 
et al., 2011; Han et al., 2014). To identify the AAs responsible for the cell wall binding, 
Michael Hothorn provided us with an RLP44ECD structure model by homology modelling 
on SOMATIC EMBRYOGENESIS RECEPTOR-LIKE KINASE 1 (SERK1). Based on 
this modelling, four consisting each of two predicted AAs clusters were identified by 
Michael Hothorn that could be involved in pectate binding (%68-'!L).  
!
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We used site-directed mutagenesis to change both AAs of each cluster. Based on the TMD 
of the RLP44, the full-length protein retained partially in the PM during plasmolysis 
(P.@<('![B), presumable the anchor though the TMD is stronger than the interaction with 
the cell wall. With the RLP44ECD protein, we were able to highlight the interaction with 
the CW during plasmolysis (P.@<('![C). Consequently, to simplify the analysis, the mutated 
RLP44ECD was transiently expressed in N. benthamiana to check for expression of the 
protein and behaviour during plasmolysis. For better visualization, the mutated ECD of 
RLP44 was transiently co-expressed with the wildtype RLP44ECD. The wildtype control 
(RLP44ECD) displayed the already described CW association and distribution in the 
apoplastic space (P.@<('! [C and P.@<('! LY first raw). Plasmolysis in N. benthamiana 
identified clusterII (Tyr146 and Arg170) to be responsible for cell wall interaction, as 
mutations to alanine caused a release from the cell wall (P.@<('!LY middle row). However, 
mutations in cluster I and IV had no effect on the cell wall binding ability (P.@<('!LY bottom 
row, clusterIV not shown). Unfortunately, clusterIII mutant construct was not expressed in 
N. benthamiana. The difference in RLP44ECD-clusterII behaviour compared to the 
wildtype RLP44ECD-RFP was considerable, as RLP44ECD-clusterII was comparable to 
the distribution of secRFP during plasmolysis (P.@<('!j). !
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To reveal the role of CW interaction, the functionality of the mutated RLP44-clusterII 
version was investigated. Foremost, we checked the ability of the mutated version of 
RLP44-clusterII and wildtype RLPP, both fused to GFP and driven by the native RLP44 
promoter, to rescue the cnu2 phenotype. This complementation assay can be ambiguous, 
as the degree of complementation was highly variable. Therefore, a sub-division into three 
classes of complementation of the T1 plants was introduced (P.@<('!LL). Class I T1 plants 
showed cnu2 characteristics, class II T1 plants exhibited only misshaped siliques, and class 
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III T1 plants had in addition organ fusions of the shoots (P.@<('! LL). As expected, 
expression of wildtype pRLP44:RLP44-GAGA-GFP was able to complement the PMEIox 
phenotype in the cnu2 background (P.@<('!LL) (Wolf et al., 2014). T1 plant expressing the 
pRLP44:RLP44-GAGA-GFP construct (%68-'! X) could be assigned to all three classes 
based on the characteristics. However, taking into account that RLP44 did not bind the cell 
wall in the presence of PMEIox (see below) and that RLP44-clusterII protein was unable 
to bind the cell wall (P.@<('!LY) we expected to find predominantly T1 plants expressing 
the pRLP44:RLP44-clusterII-GAGA-GFP construct similar to the PMEIox phenotype. 
Surprisingly, only class I or class II plants were observed, while no T1 plants displayed 
organ fusion and misshaped siliques (%68-'!X). Unfortunately, in the T2 generation, most 
introduced constructs, wildtype and cluster II, were silenced. Amongst the T2 plants 
expressing the RLP44 wildtype construct, there were five lines showing root waving in 
seedlings, whereas only one RLP44-clusterII mutant expressing line was obtained, which 
also showed root waving in seedlings (data not shown).  
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We repeated the complementation assay with RLP44 and RLP44-clusterII driven by the 
35S promoter instead of the native 5’ region, to achieve a more pronounced 
complementation. Unfortunately, we were only able to obtain one T1 transformant each. 
Based on this, the analysis of the results was challenging, however they were in agreement 
with the obtained observations with the native 5’ promoter region. The T1 plants derived 
from the wildtype RLP44 construct under the 35S promoter was categorized to class III as 
an adult plant, however RLP44-clusterII construct also driven by the 35S promoter only 
showed misshaped siliques as adult, but the seedling plant also showed root waving.  
In Summary, AAs tyrosine 146 and arginine 170 were identified to be responsible for the 
cell wall binding of RLP44ECD, since upon mutation to alanine the 35S:RLP44ECD-
clusterII is not able to stay associated with the cell wall during plasmolysis in N. 
benthamiana. However, pRLP44:RLP44-clusterII-GAGA-GFP it is not as efficient in 
complementing cnu2 plants as the wildtype pRLP44:RLP44-GAGA-GFP construct. In 
addition, wildtype RLP44 driven by the 35S promoter show complete complementation of 
the cnu2 phenotype, but the RLP44-clusterII construct only partially.  
2.6& RLP44 is a putative sensor for pectate 
RLP44ECD was shown to directly bind to pectate in vitro (P.@<('! k), supporting our 
hypothesis that RLP44 might be a sensor for pectate in the plant cell wall. Based on this, 
we next assessed if the presence or absence of PMEIox has an influence on the association 
of RLP44ECD with the cell wall. Upon inhibition of the demethylesterification of cell wall 
pectin by PMEI, RLP44 activates the BR signalling as a compensatory response (Wolf et 
al., 2014). PMEIox inhibits the formation of the “egg-box” structure of demethylesterified 
pectins, considering this, a similar mechanism to WAK1 for RLP44ECD could be 
expected. It was previously shown that the WAK1 ECD binds to demethylesterified “egg-
box” structured pectate (Decreux and Messiaen 2005).  
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During plasmolysis, RLP44ECD was not able to associate with the cell wall in PMEIox 
and cnu2 background mutants (P.@<('!LXA). The CW modification was not suppressed in 
cnu2 as PMEIox were still present, only RLP44 is lacking thus the BR-signalling cannot 
be over-activated. Contrarily, RLP44ECD associated with the CW in Col-0 and in the 
rlp44cnu2 background (P.@<('! LXA). We concluded that the change of the pectin/pectate 
state of the cell wall in the presence of PMEIox may cause the release of RLP44ECD from 
the cell wall association.  
Furthermore, we tested whether overexpression of the ECD affects BR-signalling. The 
depletion of the endogenous BR levels with propiconazole (PPZ) (Hartwig et al., 2012) 
enabled the visualisation of the BR sensitivity. Until 0.5 nM BL there was a growth 
inducing effect in all lines and with increasing BL concentrations the growth inhibiting 
effect of BL was induced. However, root growth of RLP44ECD overexpression lines in 
both backgrounds were indistinguishable from wildtype response for both 
growth-promoting and growth-inhibiting doses of BL (P.@<('!LXB). 
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To study the interaction between RLP44ECD and the cell wall, we expressed the truncated 
RLP44 to test for complementation of the cnu2 mutant. Accordingly, we generated crosses 
of the RLP44ECD-mCherry (cnu2) line with Arabidopsis Columbioa-0 (Col-0) wildtype 
plants to obtain the same transgene in four different backgrounds: PMEIox, cnu2, rlp44cnu2 
and Col-0. However, the extracellular domain alone was not able to fulfil the function of 
the full-length RLP44 protein, as overexpression of RLP44ECD in cnu2 did not 
complement (P.@<('! L`A). Nevertheless, the truncated protein appears to be partially 
functional, since the earlier described growth-affected phenotype of rlp44cnu2 (Wolf et al., 
2014) seemed to be recovered in the adult plant rosette phenotype (P.@<('!L`A) and in 
terms of root length (P.@<('!L`B). It was published before that overexpression of the RLP44 
full length protein caused a phenotype reminiscent of the BRI1 overexpression phenotype 
with elongated petioles, and long, narrow and turned leaves (P.@<('!L`) (Friedrichsen et al., 
2000; Wolf et al., 2014). However, the plant phenotype in the RLP44ECD overexpression 
in the Col-0 background did not show any evidence of BR overexpression characteristics 
(P.@<('!L`A). 
In summary, the overexpression of PMEI, prevented RLP44ECD interaction with the cell 
wall (P.@<('!LXA). Nevertheless, there is no effect the BL perception between the lines 
(P.@<('! LXB). The RLP44ECD-mCherry construct partially rescued the rlp44cnu2 
phenotype, since before the plant growth was shown to be growth affected (Wolf et al., 
2014).  
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2.7& cnu3 and cnu4 are two new bri1 alleles 
To further study the biochemical processes by which cell wall signalling is integrated into 
the plant cell, we searched for more key players using the same EMS screen, that identified 
RLP44.  
Indeed, we were able to detect two new suppressor mutants named cnu3 and cnu4, which 
almost completely suppress the PMEIox phenotype (P.@<('! LLRL`). Using a map-based 
cloning approach, the cnu3 mutation, an arginine to tryptophan change at position 769 
(R769W), was located in an unassigned, membrane-proximal region of BRI1. Further, the 
cnu4 mutation is located in the last LRR of BRI1, the glycine at position 746 is substituted 
by serine (G746S). 
To elucidate the genetic connection between the cnu mutations, we analysed F1 hybrid 
seedlings from various crosses, assaying the root waving phenotype caused by PMEIox 
(P.@<('!L1A). The allelism test revealed that cnu3 and cnu4 fail to complement each other 
and confirmed the previously obtained results, suggesting mutations reside in the same 
gene. However, the F1 hybrid seedling derived from the cross of cnu2 and cnu4, as well 
the F1 offspring from cnu2 and cnu3 showed complementation, i.e. restored the PMEIox 
root waving phenotype, indicating that the mutations are not interchangeable (P.@<('!L1A). 
In line with this, silique shape (P.@<('!L1B) and overall adult plant phenotype (P.@<('!L1C) 
were only complemented by crosses of cnu3 and cnu4 with cnu2, respectively. 
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Furthermore, plants heterozygous for the cnu4 mutation were not able to suppress the 
PMEIox phenotype. The same was observed with the rlp44cnu2 mutation, which is not able 
to suppress the PMEIox phenotype as a heterozygous F1 hybrid seedling, deriving from a 
cnu2 x PMEIox cross (P.@<('!L]). The results suggest that the mutants are recessive. 
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The two new suppressor mutants named cnu3 and cnu4 suppressed the PMEIox phenotype 
in seedling and adult plant phenotypes (P.@<('!L\A,C). The vertical growth index, the ratio 
of root tip ordinate and root length, was reduced in PMEIox plants but was rescued 
completely in the cnu mutant plants (P.@<('! L\B) (Grabov et al., 2005). The same 
suppression trend was apparent for the rescued silique length in the respective mutants. 
(P.@<('!L\E). It is known that BR detection of BRI1 activates downstream transcription 
factors, which in turn regulate numerous genes involved in cell wall biosynthesis and 
remodelling (Belkhadir and Jaillais 2015). The BZR1 protein is one of the downstream 
targets (Wang et al., 2002) and is itself inhibiting the transcription of BR biosynthesis genes 
such as DWF4 (Asami et al., 2001). Based on these observations, the BR-signalling module 
constitutes a negative feedback loop (Belkhadir and Jaillais 2015). Consequently, as 
PMEIox plants exhibit an over-activation of the BR-signalling pathway, we expected lower 
DWF4 mRNA levels, whereas, in the suppressor mutants cnu1-4, the DWF4 mRNA levels 
were also rescued back to the wildtype levels (P.@<('!L\D). Interestingly, PMEIox was not 
influenced by the depletion of endogenous BR, since no growth inhibiting effect upon PPZ 
treatment can be observed (P.@<('!L\F), and furthermore was insensitive to different BL 
concentrations. Although the suppressor mutants had a wildtype appearance, they were 
impaired in their BL sensitivity, since the growth promoting effect was diminished (P.@<('!
L\F).  
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We further assessed causality of the mutation in BRI1 via a complementation assay. It can 
be assumed that restoring the function of BRI1 reconstitutes the PMEIox phenotype. For 
this approach, cnu3 and cnu4 plants were transformed with BRI1 driven by its native 
promoter. Selected T1 plants showed a distinctly more severe PMEIox phenotype with 
strong organ fusions and curled leaves in the rosettes. In case of pBRI:BRI1-GFP (cnu4), 
the T1 plants were not able to develop a shoot (P.@<('!L[). This indicated that the Bri1cnu4 
protein might have a more severe effect on the signalling cascade when compared to the 
BRI1cnu3 protein. Unfortunately, all T1 plants were infertile and we were not successful 
in generating stable lines. This was in line with PMEIox crossed with BRI1-GFP 
expressing line, the offspring were infertile plants, suggesting an over-activation of the 
BR-signalling lead to a more severe PMEIox phenotype (Wolf et al., 2012).  
Two new bri1 alleles were identified in a forward EMS screen to suppress the PMEIox 
phenotype (P.@<('!L\). Both mutated BRI proteins were shown to be still functional (P.@<('!
L[). 
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2.8& bri1cnu3 and bri1cnu4 show only a mild BR insensitivity 
Considering the presence of the PMEIox transgene in the cnu3 and cnu4 mutants, we next 
backcrossed the mutants to the Col-0 wildtype to remove the transgene. Moreover, as BRI1 
is an important developmental regulator, it was especially interesting to characterize the 
newly identified bri1 alleles. We named the mutants devoid of the PMEIox transgene 
bri1cnu3 and bri1cnu4, respectively. Mutants in BR-signalling are affected in BL sensitivity 
(Li et al., 2002). However, bri1cnu3 and bri1cnu4 did not show strong BR-signalling 
deficiency growth effects such as reduced fertility, smaller plants, and darker green (P.@<('!
LjA) (Friedrichsen et al., 2000). In contrast to the previously described bri1cnu1 an 
intermediate allele with a mutation in the kinase domain (G944D) resulted in restricted 
BRI1 activity (Wolf et al., 2012) and exhibiting a BR-deficient phenotype, the two new 
alleles exhibit wildtype characteristics. This wildtype-like phenotype can be visualized in 
siliques length, as those of rlp44cnu2, bri1cnu3 and bri1cnu4 show no indication of 
developmental defects, in contrast to the siliques of bri1cnu1, which are significantly smaller 
compared to wildtype siliques (P.@<('! LjB). However, the overall morphological 
phenotype of bri1cnu4 is distinguishable from Col-0 wildtype due to more roundish and flat 
leaves, which is visible in the rosette stage (P.@<('!X1A).  
DWF4 is involved in BR biosynthesis and part of a feedback loop where its transcription 
is inhibited by BZR1 upon BR-signalling activation (Sun et al., 2010). In contrast, SAUR15 
is induced upon activation of the BR-signalling cascade (Sun et al., 2010). To scrutinize 
the transcriptional regulation, we next used quantitative Real-Time PCR to analyse the 
relative DWF4 expression. Congruent with former results, in bri1cnu1 the expression of 
DWF4 appeared to be induced, whereas its expression in the other mutants did not seem to 
be severely altered (P.@<('! LjC). Moreover, SAUR15 expression levels correlated with 
DWF4 expression levels, as the expression was only affected in bri1cnu1, leading to a 
reduction of the expression levels, but not in the other mutants (P.@<('!LjD).  
Hence, we investigated the BL sensitivity of the newly identified bri1 mutants. Upon 
depletion of endogenous BRs by addition of the biosynthesis inhibitor PPZ, root growth of 
bri1cnu1 appeared insensitive to BL up to concentrations of 100 nM BL, whereas bri1cnu3 
and bri1cnu4 demonstrated BL-sensitivity and behaved similar to the wildtype in response 
to both growth-promoting and growth-inhibiting doses of BL. The bri1cnu3 and bri1cnu4 
mutant showed only mild insensitivity in the presence of growth modulating doses of the 
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potent BR brassinolide (BL) (P.@<('!LjE). Consistent with this mild growth phenotype, 
BRI1 protein accumulation was not affected either in rlp44 or in bri1 mutants"#P.@<('!LjF).""
Taking all the data into consideration, bri1cnu3 and bri1cnu4, which carry a mutation in the 
extracellular domain of BRI1 and were only mildly affected in BR sensitivity. 
"
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2.9& BR receptor function is only mildly affected in BRI1cnu3 and BRI1cnu4 
BL sensitivity seemed only to be mildly affected in the bri1cnu3 and bri1cnu4 mutants, which 
indicated a functionally active receptor. However, to confirm that the mutated proteins 
BRI1cnu3 and BRI1cnu4 were still functional, we introduced the constructs encoding 
BRI1cnu3, BRI1cnu4 and a version of the protein that carries both mutations (BRI1cnu3,4) 
into published bri1 mutants. The expression of the mutated genes was able to complement 
the weak bri1-301 (Li and Nam 2002) allele and a T-DNA insertion line (GK-134E10) that 
constitutes a transcriptional null allele, from hereon named bri1-null (Jaillais et al., 2011) 
(P.@<('! LkA,C). The bri1-301 is still fertile, this made it possible to directly transform 
homozygous mutant plants with the respective constructs and we found that plants 
expressing the constructs were able to rescue the dwarf bri1 phenotype (P.@<('!LkA).  
To assess whether the mutations have an effect on subcellular localization, we analysed the 
complemented bri1-null plants with the pBRI1:BRI1cnu4-GFP and pBRI1:BRI1-GFP 
constructs with CLSM (P.@<('!LkC). The PM was stained with the endocytic tracer dye 
FM4-64. The GFP signal derived from the BRI1 mutant and wildtype proteins was 
associated prominently with the PM, as indicated by the co-localization with FM4-64. No 
differences in subcellular localization of the pBRI1:BRI1cnu4-GFP could be observed 
(P.@<('!LkB).  
To sum up this part, the proteins BRI1cnu3, BRI1cnu4 and BRI1cnu3,4 were able to 
display function similar to wildtype BRI1 protein. The three mutated versions 
complemented the hypomorphic bri1-301 and the bri1-null mutants. Furthermore, 
subcellular localization was indistinguishable between BRI1cnu4 and BRI1.  
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2.10& RLP44 is expressed in the vasculature 
To understand the role of RLP44 in plant development, it was important to visualize the 
expression driven by the endogenous promoter. The transgenic line pRLP44:RLP44-GFP, 
expressing RLP44 fused to a C-terminal GFP under the control of the RLP44 promoter, 
enabled us to visualize the expression of RLP44 under in vivo conditions. The transgenic 
plants showed elongated, narrow leafs and elongated petioles, reminiscent of the BRI1 
overexpression phenotype (P.@<('!XYA,B) (Friedrichsen et al., 2000). This is consistent 
with the previously observed BR-signalling activation caused by RLP44 overexpression 
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(Wolf et al., 2014). Confirmation of the functionality of the transgene was achieved by 
rescuing the phenotype by crossing it into the rlp44cnu2 mutant background (P.@<('!XYC). 
This suggests that the pRLP44:RLP44-GFP construct behaves like the endogenous RLP44.  
Expression was observed in all tested tissues, however, more prevalent in the root 
epidermis and root vasculature (P.@<('!XY D-F). The vasculature of the primary root has a 
very regular structure and consists of two phloem poles embedded in procambial domains, 
which are separated by a central xylem axis consisting of two outer protoxylem cells and 
three inner metaxylem cells. Intriguingly, RLP44-GFP fluorescence in the differentiating 
part of the root was relatively weak in the phloem, intermediate in xylem, and highest in 
the undifferentiated procambial cells (P.@<('!XY G-I). 
Briefly summarized, RLP44 driven from the native promoter region enabled us to track 
RLP44 expression in planta. The expression of RLP44 was predominantly present in the 
stele of the primary root, especially in the procambial cells.  
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2.11& rlp44cnu2 and bri1cnu4 mutants have an increased number of xylem cells  
Within this work, we showed that RLP44 is expressed in the vascular tissue (P.@<('!XY). 
Based on the RLP44 expression, we decided to analyse the vascular development of the 
primary root in our mutants. The vasculature of the plant is a distinct structure and each 
tissue type has very specific tasks. During the development of the cell wall of the xylem 
cells which make up the middle axis of the vasculature – the secondary cell walls get 
lignified. Lignin can be stained by basic fuchsin, thus we were able to follow the 
differentiation of tracheary elements by fluorescence microscopy. In wildtype roots, 
mainly three metaxylem cells in one plane axis are present (P.@<('! XL A left panel). 
However, we found an increased number of metaxylem cells in the rlp44 mutant, primarily 
in the primary xylem axis. In addition, we frequently observed cells with a metaxylem-like 
secondary cell wall pattern outside this axis at the position of the procambium (P.@<('!XL 
A middle panel). These data suggest a role of RLP44 in determining cell fate of the xylem. 
Since we already knew that RLP44 can interact with BRI1 and BAK1 to activate the 
BR-signalling, we wanted to investigate the mechanism in more detail. Further analysis of 
various bri1 mutants were mainly performed by Apolonio Ignacio Huerta within his master 
thesis (Huerta 2016). Hypomorphic bri1 alleles like the previously described bri1cnu1 (Wolf 
et al., 2012), bri1-301 and bri1-5 (Noguchi et al., 1999) and as well the BR biosynthetic 
mutant constitutive photomorphogenic dwarf (cpd) (Szekeres et al., 1996) did show a 
xylem cell number comparable to wildtype (Huerta 2016). On the other hand, bri1-null 
(Jaillais et al., 2011) and a bri1 brl1 brl3 triple mutant (Vragovi# et al., 2015), were 
described to show a strong increase in metaxylem cells (Huerta 2016, Holzwart et al., in 
revision). Based on these observations, the presence of BRI1 appears to be crucial for the 
proper development of the vasculature (Caño-Delgado et al., 2004). Next, we analysed the 
xylem of the bri1cnu4 mutant. Interestingly, despite its subtle BR-signalling-related defects, 
bri1cnu4 displayed a strongly increased number of differentiated xylem cells, in marked 
contrast to bri1cnu1, but similar to rlp44 mutants (P.@<('!XL A right panel). This clearly 
distinguished bri1cnu4 from other BR-related mutants, since they either showed no 
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abnormalities or showed a xylem phenotype aberrant from the wildtype distribution 
(bri1-null mutants) (Holzwart et al., in revision). This suggested that the mutation in the 
BRI1cnu4 gene could have a negative effect on RLP44 protein function.  
Metaxylem cells arise within the middle axis and outside this axis, as depicted in P.@<('!XL 
B. Next, we analysed if the increase in lignified xylem cells only was the result of an 
over-proliferation of the vasculature cells in total. For xylem cell quantification, we stained 
cellulose with calcofluor white and imaged transverse cross-sections in the early elongation 
zone to count the cells (P.@<('!XLD). Intriguingly, the number of vascular cells did not 
differ between rlp44cnu2 and Col-0. However, on average, bri1cnu4 had more vascular cells 
(P.@<('!XLD). More vascular cells were also counted in bri1-null mutants, consistent with 
a recent publication (Kang et al., 2017). Thus, we concluded that these phenomena, the 
disrupted xylem phenotype and increased total stele cell numbers, were based on two 
independent events. Moreover, in seedlings treated with PPZ, the total vascular cell number 
was increased, but the metaxylem cell number was not significantly affected in the different 
genotypes (data not shown, Huerta 2016, Holzwart et al., in revision). 
In summary, we assumed that the increase in metaxylem cells phenotype is uncoupled of 
the outputs of BR-signalling, but depends on the presence of the BRI1 protein. 
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To test the hypothesis that the xylem phenotype is independent from the BR-signalling 
output, we analysed another BR-deficient mutant, dwf4-102. In both cpd and dwf4-102 
(Nakamoto 2006), an enzyme of the BR biosynthetic pathway is dysfunctional. We first 
analysed if both mutants are still responsive to BL. For this, we measured the growth 
recovery after transferring the seedlings after three days on standard $ MS plates to plates 
with supplemented BL. Both BR-deficient mutants showed a rescued growth on the BL-
supplemented plate, in contrast to Col-0, which showed a BL-induced growth inhibition 
(P.@<('!XXA). As a negative control, we used bri1-null, which was not responsive (P.@<('!
XXA). The lignified cell walls of the vasculature of seedlings were stained with fuchsin and 
metaxylem cells were quantified on dag 6 without any BL supplemental. Interestingly, 
besides a weak increase in metaxylem cell number in dwf4-102 (P.@<('! XXB), the 
protoxylem showed noticeable gaps or was lacking completely (data not shown). The same 
protoxylem defect was also reported in previous results of metaxylem quantification after 
PPZ treatment (data not shown part of Holzwart et al., in revision). PPZ also inhibits the 
BR biosynthesis though blocking the biosynthetic enzyme DWF4. The effect on the 
protoxylem may be independent of the previously described effect on the metaxylem cells, 
because the gaps appeared only in the dwf4-102 and in the bri1 brl1 brl3 triple mutant, 
suggesting a role of BR signalling in protoxylem maintenance (data not shown). 
Taken together, these results showed both, cpd and dwf4-102 phenotypes were rescued 
with BL supplementation. However, while cpd exhibited a wildtype-like xylem, dwf4-102 
had a slight increase of seedlings with four metaxylem cells.  
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2.12& RLP44 levels are decreased in bri1 mutants 
To gain better insight into how BRI1 and RLP44 are linked in the control of xylem cell fate 
determination, we analysed RLP44 expression levels in BR signalling mutants, as well as 
in seedlings treated with substances affecting BR signalling. Only the bri1-null mutant 
showed a strong reduction in RLP44 expression, which might be causative for the xylem 
phenotype in this mutant (P.@<('!X`A). Overexpression of RLP44-GFP driven by the 35S 
promoter in the bri1-null background was able to rescue the disrupted xylem phenotype 
(data not shown, Figure is part of Holzwart et al., in revision, experiment performed by Dr. 
Garnelo Gómez), indicating that RLP44 acts downstream of BRI1 in determining xylem 
cell fate. However, no effect on RLP44 expression was detected in either bri1 hypomorphs 
like bri1cnu1 and bri1-301 or in the cpd mutant (P.@<('!X`C). In addition, neither PPZ, which 
inhibits BL biosynthesis nor activation of BR-signalling by adding more BL did strongly 
affect RLP44 expression (P.@<('! X`D). Furthermore, BR-signalling activation via the 
constitutively active BR-responsive transcription factor BRASSINAZOLE RESISTENT 
(BZR1-1D) (Wang et al., 2002) or BRI1 EMS SUPPRESSOR dominant mutant (bes-1D) 
(Yin et al., 2002) had an influence on RLP44 mRNA levels (P.@<('!X`D). Finally, a mutant 
in the brassinosteroid-insensitive BRASSINOSTREOID-INSENSITIVE2-1 mutant 
(bin2-1) (Li et al., 2001), which did not exhibit an rlp44 mutant xylem phenotype (data not 
shown, Huerta 2016), also displayed RLP44 expression levels comparable to wild type 
(P.@<('!X`B). Bikinin is an inhibitor of the glycogen synthase kinase 3 (GSK3), like BIN2, 
thus is BR-signalling promoting but did not effect RLP44 expression (P.@<('!X`A).  
These results suggested that RLP44 expression requires presence of the BRI1 protein; 
however, it is independent of BR-signalling outputs. Furthermore, we conclude that BRI1 
and RLP44 are part of the same pathway and claim that RLP44 expression depends on 
BRI1.Thus RLP44 is acting downstream of BRI1 as part of a pathway distinct from 
BR-signalling.  
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2.13&  RLP44 and BRI1 act in the same pathway 
Previously, we showed that RLP44 and BRI1 interact directly (P.@<('! ]). Further, 
BRI1cnu4 was a still functional BRI1 protein (P.@<('!Lk), which was able to suppress the 
PMEIox phenotype (P.@<('!L\).  
To analyse the biochemical influence of the mutation in BRI1cnu4 on the interaction with 
RLP44, we generated an RLP44-RFP overexpressing line in the bri1cnu4 background and 
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analysed the homozygote offspring (P.@<('!X1). Surprisingly, the phenotype of the plants 
resembled the RLP44-RFP phenotype, which is comparable to the BRI1 overexpression 
phenotype (Wang et al., 2001) (P.@<('! X1A). This finding was in contrast to the plant 
phenotype of bri1cnu1 crossed with RLP44-RFP, which still showed a BR-deficient 
phenotype (Wolf et al., 2014). Thus, RLP44 could rescue the phenotype of bri1cnu3 (data 
not shown) and bri1cnu4 (P.@<('!X1A), but not the BR-deficient phenotype of bri1cnu1 (Wolf 
et al., 2014). Immunological detection of co-purified BRI1 protein with antiserum against 
the BRI1 kinase domain (Bojar et al., 2014) indicated an enrichment of BRI1cnu4 in 
complex with RLP44 (P.@<('!X1B). This observation led to the idea, that BRI1cnu4 could 
have an increased number of metaxylem cells initiated by sequestering RLP44 and 
preventing its activity in another signalling pathway. This could mean as well that the 
RLP44-induced BR-activation was not blocked by the bri1cnu4 mutation and indicates 
further the participation of both proteins in the same pathway.  
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As both RLP44 and BRI1 seemed to play a role in determining xylem cell identity, we 
generated plants harbouring both mutations, rlp44cnu2 and bri1cnu4. The morphological 
phenotype of 3-weeks-old plants showed a similar mutant phenotype in the rosette stage 
(P.@<('!X]). The leaves of bri1cnu4 had rounder shape, and this characteristic appeared to be 
dominant in the double mutants, which displayed a phenotype reminiscent of bri1cnu4 
(P.@<('!X]).  
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Furthermore, the vasculature of six-day-old mutant seedlings was analysed by staining the 
lignified secondary cell walls with fuchsin. Interestingly, both independent lines with 
bri1cnu4 and rlp44cnu2 mutations showed the same disordered xylem phenotype, with an 
increase in metaxylem cells, as the single mutants, respectively (P.@<('!X\).  
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2.14& bri1cnu4 mutation appears to be dominant 
In order to assess if the BRI1cnu4 protein has a negative effect on RLP44’s function, it was 
important to test whether the mutation had a dominant effect. Thus, the F1 hybrid seedlings 
of a bri1cnu4 and Col-0 crosses were examined for BL-sensitivity, xylem phenotype and 
morphological phenotype. The BL-sensitivity phenotype seemed to be recessively 
inherited, since the F1 hybrids did not show the mild BL-insensitivity of the bri1cnu4 mutant 
(P.@<('!X[A). Here, mild BL-insensitivity refers to the shift of the response in BL-response 
for one BL concentration (P.@<('! X[A). Contrary to this trait, the disordered xylem 
phenotype was dominant in the F1 seedlings (P.@<('!X[B,C).  
These results supports our hypothesis that the mutation in BRI1cnu4 is dominant and 
sequesters RLP44 from being active in another signalling pathway.  
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2.15& RLP44 directly interacts with PSKR1 
The fact that the rlp44 mutant and the bri1cnu4 mutant displayed the same disorganized 
vascular pattern suggests a mechanism in which RLP44 is not functionally active in 
bri1cnu4, but cannot activate downstream signalling. As we exclude that RLP44 controls 
xylem cell fate via the BR- signalling pathway, we concluded there could be another 
pathway of which RLP44 is part of. The structurally most similar based on homology 
receptor-like kinase to BRI1 is, besides its paralogs BRI LIKE 1-3 (BRL1-3), the receptor 
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for the phytosulfokine (PSK) peptide, PHYTOSUFOKINE RECEPTOR1 PSKR1 (Shiu 
and Bleecker 2001). In Zinnia elegans, the PSK-signalling pathway was described to 
induce the trans-differentiation of mesophyll cells into tracheary elements (Yoshikatsu 
Matsubayashi et al., 1999, Motose et al., 2009). Interestingly, PSK has already been 
reported to be dependent on functional BR-signalling (Hartmann et al., 2013). 
Subsequently, in a co-immunoprecipitation experiment performed in infiltrated N. 
benthamiana leaves, we showed that RLP44 was present in immunoprecipitates of PSKR-
GFP (P.@<('!XjA). This complex formation appeared to be independent of the availability 
of the peptide PSK (P.@<('!XjA). Furthermore, direct interaction of PSKR1 and RLP44 
was indicated by FRET-FLIM analysis, which showed a clear fluorescence lifetime 
reduction, indicating a strong interaction (in cooperation with Friederike Wanke and Nina 
Glöckner) (P.@<('!XjB).  
Taken together, we propose that RLP44 interacts with PSKR1.   
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2.16& PSK-signalling disturbs the xylem formation 
In Arabidopsis, two genes encode PSK receptors, PSKR1 and PSKR2. Expression of 
PSKR1 is described in roots, hypocotyl (only low levels), leaves, stem and flowers, and 
PSKR2 was shown to be mainly expressed in the hypocotyl (Kutschmar et al., 2009, 
Stührwohldt et al., 2011). Another plant receptor PSYR1, a LRR receptor-like kinase 
closely related to PSKR1 and PSKR2 (Amano et al., 2007). PSK is sulphated by TPST. To 
further investigate if PSK-signalling had an impact on xylem cell fate determination, we 
examined a number of PSK-signalling affected mutants. Amongst them, the pskr1-3 pskr2-
1 double mutant (Kutschmar et al., 2009) showed an increased number of xylem cells, 
similar to the rlp44 mutant (P.@<('!XkA). The same was observed for the double mutant of 
pskr1-3 psy1r and the tpst-1 mutant (Komori et al., 2009; Matsuzaki et al., 2010). In 
addition, overexpression of PSKR1 (Ladwig et al., 2015) led to an increase to four 
metaxylem cells (P.@<('!XkA). Furthermore, we generated rlp44cnu2 pskr1-3 double mutant 
and the rlp44cnu2 pskr1-3 pskr2-1 triple mutants. These mutants exhibited the same 
disordered xylem mutant phenotype, indicating that the proteins are likely involved in the 
same signalling pathway (P.@<('!XkB).  
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2.17& PSK but not BL has an effect on the xylem phenotype 
Our results indicated that the xylem phenotype was caused by the absence of RLP44, the 
interaction partner of PSKR1. If this was the case, we could try to compensate for the 
absence of RLP44 by activating PSKR1 via exogenous PSK supplementation. 
Consequently, we exogenous supply with the 1 %M PSK for six days in liquid media was 
able to rescue the phenotype and restore the wildtype composition of xylem in rlp44 
mutants. Interestingly, it was not possible to rescue the xylem phenotype of bri1cnu4 (P.@<('!
`Y). In addition, Split-ubiquitin data from yeast provided by Nina Glöckner hint to a 
sequestration of BAK1 by BRI1cnu4.  
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With the supplementation of 1 %M PSK we were able to partially rescue the short root 
phenotype of the tpst-1 mutant (P.@<('!` LB) (Matsuzaki et al., 2010). In contrast to the Col-
0 wildtype control, which did not respond to the PSK treatment with respect to xylem 
development, tpst-1 xylem showed an alteration to wildtype metaxylem cell distribution 
(P.@<('!`LA).  
We noted a strong, PSKR1 and 2-dependent root elongation effect upon PSK treatment in 
Col-0, which occurred after we used a freshly dissolved peptide (Thermo Fisher). The PSK 
(PolyPeptide) induced root elongation effect on Col-0 in another approach (P.@<('!`]) was 
less pronounced, but consistent with the literature (Matsubayashi 2006). Nevertheless, PSK 
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did not affect the xylem phenotype of Col-0. Furthermore, the PSK effect on root length 
was not significantly different in the rlp44cnu2 mutant (P.@<('!`LA). 
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According to the previously obtained results, indicating that BR-deficient mutants such as 
cpd did not show altered xylem cell number, we next wanted to confirm the BL-
independence of the xylem phenotype. Therefore, we first estimated the appropriate 
concentration for the BL supplement, without prior depletion using PPZ. We determined 
that growth inhibiting effects can be observed at 0.1 nM BL (P.@<('!`XA), however, no 
shift on xylem cell formation in seedlings of neither Col-0 wildtype, nor the pskr1-3 pskr2-
1, rlp44cnu2 and bri1cnu4 mutants was detected (P.@<('!`XB).  
In conclusion, the exogenous PSK application was able to rescue the rlp44 mutant xylem 
phenotype, but not in bri1cnu4, and any additional BL did not have any consequence on the 
xylem cells.  
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2.18& PSK-signalling impaired genotypes are still brassinosteroid sensitive 
A relation between PSK and BR-signalling has already been suggested, and previously, it 
has been shown that PSK-signalling depends on functional BR-signalling (Hartmann et al., 
2013). Therefore, we wanted to investigate if BL-sensitivity depends on PSK-signalling, 
and analysed if PSK-signalling-defective mutants are still able to sense BL. Hence, we used 
pskr1-3 pskr2-1 (Kutschmar et al., 2009), rlp44cnu2 (Wolf et al., 2014), rlp44cnu2 pskr1-3, 
PSKR1ox (Ladwig et al., 2015), and tpst-1 (Komori et al., 2009) plants and monitored BL 
response after BL-depletion with PPZ. In P.@<('!` `, absolute root lengths are depicted. The 
mutants related to the receptors for PSK were not affected in their BR-sensitivity, as the 
growth promoting and inhibiting effect of BL was indistinguishable from the Col-0 
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wildtype (P.@<('!`1A). However, the overexpression of the PSKR1 lead to an insensitivity 
to PPZ. Furthermore, tpst-1 was hypersensitive to PPZ and exhibited a reduced response 
to BL (P.@<('!`1A). In addition, we analysed the impact of PSKR1 overexpression in the 
bri1cnu4 background on the BL sensing. Impaired BL-sensitivity of bri1cnu4 appeared to be 
epistatic when overexpressing PSKR1, as it led to the same mild BL- insensitivity 
mentioned above as a characteristic for bri1cnu4 (P.@<('!`1B).  
These results suggested that PSK-signalling defective genotypes were still able to perceive 
BL comparable to the wildtype.  
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2.19& BL-sensitivity is independent of PSK 
The BL-sensitivity after depletion of endogenous BL with PPZ showed wildtype-like 
growth-promoting and growth-depletion responses in pskr mutants (P.@<('!`1). To assess 
the effect of PSK, we compared root length of seedlings with additional 1 %M PSK to mock 
treated plants. Previously, a PSK-induced root elongation effect of 10% on Col-0 roots was 
described (Matsubayashi 2006). We were able to reproduce this effect on Col-0 and no 
effect was visible on the pskr mutants, and neither on rlp44cnu2, bri1cnu4. Contradictory to 
the literature (Hartmann et al., 2013) longer roots upon exogenous application of PSK were 
measured in the hypomorphic bri1cnu1 mutant (P.@<('!`]). 
To decipher the connection between PSK and BR-signalling we next examined how the 
BL-sensitivity was affected in presence of additional PSK in pskr mutants, rlp44cnu2, 
bri1cnu4, and bri1cnu1. However, the results indicated that an excess of PSK did not affect 
the BL-response (P.@<('!`[). In P.@<('!`\, absolute root lengths are depicted. 
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2.20& RLP44 promotes BAK1 and PSKR1 interaction 
RLP44 is localized in the PM and lacks a kinase domain. Presumable as other RLPs it 
cannot execute its function without the help of kinases to transfer the signal (Ma et al., 
2016). Previously, we were able to demonstrate that RLP44 interacts with BAK1 (Wolf et 
al., 2014) and with BRI1 (P.@<('!]). To understand the mechanism of RLP44-mediated 
promotion of BR signalling we used stable Arabidopsis plants overexpressing RLP44-
mCherry in a pBRI1:BRi1-mCitrine / pBAK1:BAK1-HA line for co-immunoprecipitation 
experiments. We detected stronger level for BAK1 in the BRI1-mCitrine GFP-trap co-
immunoprecipitates when RLP44 was present (Garnelo Gómez 2017). 
This led to the assumption that RLP44 takes on a scaffolding role and promotes the 
interaction between BAK1 and BRI1. Notably, PSRK1 has also been published to interact 
with BAK1 (Ladwig et al., 2015), hence we investigated if RLP44 could influence the 
complex of PSKR1 and BAK1 in a similar manner. Co-immunoprecipitation analysis after 
transient expression of 35S:PSKR1-GFP, 35S:BAK1-HA and 35S:RLP44-RFP in 
N. benthamiana leaves resulted in an increased signal of BAK1-HA in PSKR1-GFP 
immunoprecipitates in the presence of RLP44-RFP (P.@<('! `jA). This effect could be 
enhanced by increasing RLP44-RFP expression via the used amount of Agrobacteria used. 
With higher levels of RLP44-RFP (indicated via ++ in P.@<('!`jA), more BAK1-HA was 
detected in PSKR1-GFP co-immunoprecipitates.  
Additionally, this result was confirmed in stable Arabidopsis line overexpressing 
35S:PSKR1-GFP in the rlp44cnu2 background, where higher levels of BAK1 were 
immunodetected in presence of RLP44 (wildtype background) (P.@<('!`jB).  
Therefore, we proposed that RLP44 acts as a scaffolding protein for BAK1 and PSKR1 
and modulates their complex formation, however, independent of additional PSK ligand 
(P.@<('!XjA).  
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2.21& Do PSKR1 and BRI1 compete for RLP44? 
RLP44 was shown to interact through its cytoplasmic domain with both PSKR1 (data not 
shown) and BRI1 (P.@<('! \). BRI1 and PSKR1/2 belong to the LRR X subfamily of 
LRR-RLKs (Shiu and Bleecker 2001) and both are able to interact with SERK co-receptors 
and form heterodimers to activate downstream signalling cascades (Ladwig et al., 2015; 
Santiago et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2015). Considering all those similarities, it is not 
surprising that RLP44 can modulate the interaction of the RLKs with their co-receptor 
BAK1 through the same mechanism (P.@<('!`j). To assess if there could be a competition 
between the RLKs PSKR1 and BRI1 for binding to RLP44, we performed a transient 
co-expression approach in N. benthamiana leaves with either both RLKs and RLP44 
present or only one RLK in combination with RLP44. While overexpressing PSKR/BRI1 
and RLP44, less RLP44 levels were detected in co-immunoprecipitates of BR1-RFP, 
compared to co-expression of only BRI1-RFP and RLP44 (P.@<('!`k).  
In transient co-expression of both RLKs with RLP44, the interaction of RLP44 with one 
RLKs was decreased (P.@<('! `k), suggesting that the two pathways might compete for 
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RLP44. Generation of double overexpression lines with tagged proteins in Arabidopsis 
would be necessary to further confirm this hypothesis. 
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3.1& Effects of cell wall binding on RLP44 mediated downstream signalling 
3.1.1! RLP44 interacts with the cell wall 
Plants face a constantly changing environment, which they have to continuously monitor 
and adapt. Plant cells must grow in a strictly coordinated manner as they are tightly fixed 
together by cell walls. This cell wall is a rigid but also ever-changing layer as plants 
continuously grow and divide. These are processes which require inter- and intracellular 
communication between cells and their cell walls. The plasma membrane-localized protein 
receptor-like protein 44 (RLP44) was first identified in a cell wall modified mutant, 
therefore it is close to link the receptor function to the cell wall. RLP44 is a suppressor of 
the severe root waving phenotype caused by the overexpression of the PECTIN 
METHYLESTERASE INHIBITOR 5 (PMEI5) gene. The suppressor mutant in the PMEIox 
background is called comfortably numb 2 (cnu2). The cell wall surveillance mechanisms 
have been studied before and it was shown that THESUS 1 (THE1) (Hématy et al., 2007) 
can presumably sense cellulose and FERONIA (FER) binds to polygalacturonic acid 
(PGA) (Feng et al., 2018; Lin et al., 2018). 
During plasmolysis in transformed tobacco leaves, the plasma membrane detaches from 
the cell wall. However, we show that the truncated RLP44ECD-mCherry protein remains 
in the cell wall (P.@<('![C). This is neither observed for the plasma membrane-localized 
control Lit6B, nor for a highly mobile and secreted RFP (P.@<('!j). We also document the 
specificity of the RLP44ECD binding to the cell wall in vivo, generating stable Arabidopsis 
lines overexpressing the RLP44ECD-mCherry transgene (P.@<('! LXA). In presence of 
PMEIox however, RLP44ECD does not bind the cell wall anymore, neither in the PMEIox 
background, nor in the cnu2 background (P.@<('!LXA). This leads to our hypothesis, that 
the specific binding of RLP44ECD to pectate depends on the methylesterification status 
(P.@<('!k). This suggests that RLP44 indeed is involved in sensing the pectate state, which 
is manipulated by PMEIox. Previously, we could not rule out that the monitoring of the 
cell wall components happens indirectly via interaction of RLP44 not as a first sensor. 
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However, in this work we provide data showing the direct interaction with a recombinant 
peptide assay on a glycan array. Furthermore, with the glycan array, we performed a 
screening with 84 different spotted oligosaccharides and were able to determine the direct 
binding of the recombinant RLP44 peptide to highly demethylesterified pectin/pectate 
(P.@<('!k).  
The association with lime pectins is very specific. Binding occurs below or equal to 46% 
degree of esterification, but this is diminished by a higher degree of esterification. At first, 
these results seem contradictory, as in oligosaccharides with large or random 
deesterification blocks or random deesterification blocks of even 75-96%, a signal still can 
be detected (P.@<('!kA). Yet, a possible explanation could be that PME activity can lead to 
a broad pattern of esterification and even small differences can influence the binding to, in 
this case, RLP44ECD (Wolf and Greiner 2012). We assume that not only the total level of 
methylesterification is relevant for the binding of RLP44 to pectate, but also the distribution 
of methylesterification has an impact on the binding ability.  
Previous publications have shown that WAK1 cannot bind to methylesterified PGA, as the 
methylester groups mask the carboxyl groups of PGA, which are needed to form the inter-
chain calcium bridges to allow WAK1 binding (Liners et al., 1992). For the WAK1-PGA 
interaction, the requirements of methylesterification are quite specific: At least a degree of 
34% is necessary to build stable inter-chain calcium bridges and thus allow WAKs binding 
to it (Decreux and Messiaen 2005). In addition, it as expected that the recombinant RLP44 
protein is not binding to different compositions of cellulose and hemicellulose, which are 
also spotted on the glycan array (P.@<('!k, Appendix: P.@<('!1Y and P.@<('!1L). Another 
LRR-protein, that was also already shown to bind to pectin, is the 
polygalacturonases-inhibiting protein (PGIP). It is important in plant defence and can 
directly bind to demethylesterified homogalacturonans (Spadoni et al. 2006). It is assumed 
that PGIP binds the cell wall to prevent degradation by fungal endopolygalacturonanses. 
However, the feedback mechanism back from the cell wall and regulating the expression 
of those cell wall binding proteins is still unclear. Maybe RLP44, as it interacts also with 
BAK1 which is enrolled in many plant defence (Chinchilla et al., 2007) mechanisms could 
be the sensor for cell wall integrity (Wolf et al., 2014).  
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Unlike the full-length protein, truncated RLP44ECD is not able to complement the cnu2 
phenotype (P.@<('!L`). This result already hints to the importance of the other domains of 
RLP44. However, the ECD appears to have a function in addition to cell wall binding, as 
it partially rescues both the slightly smaller rosette phenotype and shorter roots of rlp44cnu2 
(P.@<('!L`). However, until now, no function has been detected in any other background. 
Surprisingly, no overexpression phenotype in the Col-0 background was observed (Wolf 
et al., 2014). Indeed, considering that RLP44ECD binds to the cell wall, it might compete 
with the endogenous full length RLP44, which could then be “free” to enhance BR 
signalling. It is possible that the ECD can still partially participate in the complex 
formation. However, further experiments are necessary to assess the full function of the 
RLP44 ECD.  
3.1.2! Downstream effects of cell wall binding and RLP44 as mediator between BR 
and PSK signalling 
Previously, we demonstrated the direct interaction of RLP44 with BAK1 (Wolf et al., 
2014). In this work, we also show the direct interaction of RLP44 with BRI1 (P.@<('!]). It 
is conceivable that RLP44 interacts with BRI1 to activate BR signalling in response to cell 
wall changes. Furthermore, first preliminary results of Nina Glöckner from Tübingen hint 
at a ternary complex BRI1-BAK1-RLP44 (data not shown). She was able to demonstrate 
in preliminary triple FRET-FLIM measurements an additional reduction of the 
fluorescence lifetime in presence of the RLP44-BAK1-BRI1 complex (data not shown).  
Beyond that, we identified PSKR1 as a new interaction partner of RLP44. Taken together, 
RLP44, although a small RLP, can interact with at least three different RLKs regulating 
the downstream signalling pathways. We determine the cytoplasmic domain as the crucial 
domain of RLP44 for the interaction with BRI1 (P.@<('!\) as well as with PSKR1 (data not 
shown). It is unlikely that a small domain like the cytoplasmic domain, which consists of 
only 25 AAs, can carry out all those interactions. Hence, we hypothesise that RLP44 can 
either bind to PSKR1 or to BRI1 at a given time and RLP44 may act as a mediator of the 
cell wall state and integrates the signals to the internal signalling pathways. We assume a 
key function for RLP44 in balancing the BR and PSK signalling pathways by forming 
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ternary complexes with either BRI1-BAK1-RLP44 for cell proliferation control or 
PSKR1-BAK1-RLP44 for maintaining procambial identity.  
Another explanation could be that RLP44 integrates the cell wall state and fine-tunes the 
signalling strength of both pathways. Cell elongation processes have been shown to be 
regulated by PSK and BR signalling. Therefore, one hypothesis would include the 
positioning of RLP44 at the very top of both signalling cascades.  
We propose RLP44 as a scaffold protein stabilizing the complex (P.@<('!`j and for BRI1-
BAK1-RLP44 data not shown). These results suggest that cell wall binding of RLP44 
exerts a fine-tuning function. If binding to the cell wall is restricted, RLP44 may bind to 
another RLK to induce the appropriate downstream signalling. As an RLP, RLP44 cannot 
execute the downstream signal pathway like removing or adding phosphate to other 
proteins by itself because it is lacking a catalysing domain. Besides the partial rescuing of 
the rlp44cnu2 phenotype by overexpressing RLP44ECD, there are no hints on the 
functionality of this truncated protein. Moreover, the fact that RLP44ECD is unable to 
rescue the cnu2 phenotype is supporting the hypothesis that RLP44 needs to interact with 
a RLK to trigger downstream signalling cascades.  
Therefore the questions remains: What functions are regulated by the binding of RLP44 to 
cell wall?  
Although the crystal structure of RLP44 is not available, the structure can be deduced from 
similar proteins, especially the well-described LRR region (Kobe and Deisenhofer 1994). 
Michael Hothorn provided us based on homology modelling on SOMATIC 
EMBRYOGENESIS RECEPTOR KINASE (SERK)1 with a number of clusters (%68-'!L) 
consisting of two AAs, which were mutated to alanine, respectively (Santiago et al., 2013). 
This approach is based on previous studies which indicated specific interactions of AAs 
with negatively charged carboxylic groups in HG dimers, like e.g. the cell wall 
isoperoxidase in Zucchini (Penel and Greppin 1994; Carpin et al., 2001).  
The creation of a non-cell wall binding mutant version of RLP44 by mutating Tyr146 and 
Arg170 to alanine, provides a good tool to uncouple the integration of cell wall binding 
from downstream signalling pathways. This construct was named RLP44-clusterII. To test 
interaction capacity of the deletion constructs of the RLP44ECD, we expressed them 
transiently in N. benthamiana leaves. The clusterII mutant construct with Tyr146 and 
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Arg170 replaced with alanine shows a prominent difference in binding behaviour during 
plasmolysis (P.@<('!LY). This construct behaves similar to the secreted RFP control, and 
seems to be excluded from the cell wall in all the investigated cases (P.@<('!j). So far, we 
are able to show that the RLP44-clusterII version can only partially rescue the cnu2 
phenotype. We would have expected that, when RLP44 is not able to bind the cell wall, it 
is free to interact with BRI1, in agreement with the reduced ECD cell wall association in 
PMEIox. However, this hypothesis could not be confirmed. There are several imaginable 
reasons why this could be. One possible explanation could be that phosphorylation of 
RLP44 is inhibited and it is kept inactive, presumable if phosphorylation is implied for its 
activation (Garnelo Gómez 2017). The position of the mutations may of course not only 
affect the interaction with the cell wall, but also affect the interactions with BAK1 therefore 
may affect downstream signalling. This should be investigated next by co-
immunoprecipitation approaches to get a first hint for the complex formation and then in 
more detail for affecting the direct interaction maybe with the help of FRET-FLIM.  
Moreover, also the cellular trafficking of RLP44 could be affected by the mutations and 
has to be analysed. The subcellular localization and the proper folding of the protein has 
also to be confirmed. Finally, the initial hypothesis may be wrong, and the cell wall 
interaction could be crucial for RLP44 for the subsequent complex formation with the 
RLKs. To further unravel the cell wall binding we also want to include the single mutated 
AA of the clusters in our investigations.  
The RLP44-clusterII protein could also be involved in the activation of the PSK-signalling. 
Unfortunately, the PSK-signalling pathway is not yet been studied well and no molecular 
downstream targets of the pathway are known. Thus, we cannot study effects on a 
molecular level. However, for we have two possibilities to estimate PSK effect with 
physiological read-outs. So, as soon as we have stable lines expressing the full length 
RLP44-clusterII mutants, they need to be analysed for the vascular cell fate and the root 
elongation effect of exogenous applied PSK.  
Within this work, we attempt to find differentially regulated genes using a microarray 
approach including samples from pskr1-3, rlp44-3, bri1cnu4 and bri1-null to find common 
downstream targets involved in the process. However, the results are not conclusive, as the 
variation between the same genotype is times higher than between different genotypes. It 
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is highly recommended to repeat this experiment to further elucidate the signal cascade 
pathway of PSK. 
If there is a competition for RLP44 interaction between the cell wall and PSKR1 or BRI1, 
we should be able to investigate it and specify the context of this interaction to understand 
the biochemical mechanism. However, so far we were unsuccessful in generating a stable 
mutant line expressing PSKR1 and RLP44 with a detectable tag. Additionally, antibody 
production against RLP44 also has failed, because the in rabbit raised antibody against the 
ectodomain of RLP44 (performed by Agrisera) was binding unspecifically to different 
proteins. First results indicate binding competition between RLP44 and its two interaction 
partners is provided by this work by using co-immunoprecipitation, experiments. When 
overexpressing both PSKR1-GFP and BRI1-RFP, less RLP44 is co-immunoprecipitated 
than if only one receptor is available (P.@<('! `k) but this might also be caused by the 
overexpression and might be an artefact induced by high protein levels.  
3.1.3! RLP44 –one protein with many functions 
When we examined the individual domains of RLP44, we were able to establish the 
individual significance for each domain (P.@<('![). The RLP44ECD can bind the pectate, 
while the RLP44CD is able to interact with RLKs (P.@<('!\). However, it is difficult to 
imagine how these interactions are spatially arranged. In addition, we know from 
isothermal titration calorimetry experiments done by Ulrich Hohmann (data not shown) 
that RLP44ECD is not binding to a BRI1-BL-BAK1 complex. However, the LRR region 
is prone to build a platform for protein interactions, which led us to the hypothesis of 
RLP44 homodimerisation (Zhang et al., 2016). This hypothesis is further supported by co-
immunoprecipitation experiments, where RLP44-RFP co-immunoprecipitates RLP44-
GFP after transient expression in N. benthamiana (Mendel 2017). However, we cannot rule 
out indirect interaction via another protein. To confirm homodimerization of RLP44, a 
FRET-FLIM approach would be suitable. Similarly, if the homodimerization of RLP44 is 
a requirement for further signalling, maybe an artificially formed dimer of two cytosolic 
domains can mimic this, although the signal input from the cell wall would get lost in this 
scenario. Unfortunately, based on the available data, we cannot predict the detailed 
molecular mechanism at the moment. Interestingly, the main mechanosensors Wsc1 and 
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Mid2 of S. cerevisiae are PM-localized proteins with a cysteine-rich domain in the ECD, 
which can specifically interact with glucan in the cell wall and thus trigger a conformational 
change of the nanospring-like serine/threonine region (Jendretzki et al., 2011; Rodicio and 
Heinisch 2010). This conformational change enables the cytoplasmic tail to interact with 
downstream proteins (Jendretzki et al., 2011). However, neither for RLK nor for RLP 
similar conformational changes are described upon ligand binding. Nevertheless, the 
establishing the role of the cytoplasmic domain opens a new door for further analyses.  
3.2& RLP44 downstream signalling controls vascular cell fate in a BRI1-
dependent manner 
As a first step in deciphering the physiological of RLP44 function, we studied its 
expression pattern. RLP44 is expressed in the plant epidermis and vasculature, 
predominantly in the procambium (P.@<('!XY). The procambium is a source for xylem cells, 
and to study the role of the rlp44 mutant in xylem development, we followed the tracheary 
elements visualized with basic fuchsin staining. Meticulous analysis revealed a disrupted 
metaxylem phenotype, where up to 50% of the rlp44 mutant seedlings develop four 
metaxylem cells right below the hypocotyl in the primary root within the xylem axis. 
Additionally, also some metaxylem cells arise anticlinal on a procambial cell position 
(P.@<('! XL). Based on the interaction of RLP44 with BRI1, we also examined the 
vasculature of different bri1 alleles and the results indicate that the xylem phenotype is 
dependent on the presence of the BRI1 protein, but is independent of the BR-signalling 
outputs (data not shown, Huerta 2016; Holzwart et al., in revision). The bri1-null mutant 
has a strong reorganized xylem phenotype and qPCR analysis revealed that RLP44 
expression is drastically decreased only this bri1-null mutant (P.@<('!X`). Overexpression 
of RLP44-GFP in bri1-null mutant was rescuing the xylem phenotype and we conclude 
that RLP44 is presumable downstream of BRI1 and can act independently. Our results are 
in agreement with transcriptome data, which is provided by the plant community. Within 
these data sets, a reduction of RLP44 expression in bri1-116 is apparent (Sun et al., 2010).  
With the identification of the bri1cnu4 allele, a point mutation in the last LRR of BRI1 
protein (G746S), we obtained another tool to study the interaction between BRI1 and 
RLP44. The bri1cnu4 mutant does not show mild BR-deficient phenotype (P.@<('!Lj). One 
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explanation for the same disrupted xylem phenotype in bri1cnu4 and the rlp44 mutants is 
based on the fact that the interaction between RLP44 and BRI1cnu4 is stronger (P.@<('!X1). 
Consequently, BRI1cnu4 sequesters RLP44, thus exhibits a negative effect on RLP44 
function, inhibiting its ability to interact with another protein, in this case: PSKR1. 
Furthermore, we show the dominant effect of BRI1cnu4 on the plant overall and xylem 
phenotype in the F1 hybrid crossed with Col-0, emphasising its negative effect on RLP44 
(P.@<('!X[). Even though the mutation in BRI1cnu4 is in the extracellular domain, it is the 
cytoplasmic domain of RLP44 that is crucial for the interaction with RLP44, since 
truncated RLP44 proteins without the CD were not able to form complexes with BRI1 (data 
not shown). These results could suggest structural changes within the BRI1cnu4 receptor. 
The strong loss-of-function mutant bri1-102 has a mutation leading to an AA exchange at 
position 750 (T750I), which does not influence BL-binding (Friedrichsen et al., 2000; 
Wang et al., 2001), however, it leads to the weakening of the complex between SERK1 
and BRI1, thereby causes a severe BR-deficient phenotype (Santiago et al., 2013). The AA 
mutation in bri1-102 is directly adjacent to the bri1cnu4 mutation. Both mutations are in 
close proximity to the PM, however, only the phenotype of bri1-102 is severely affected 
and implies the importance of the interactions formed close to the transmembrane domain. 
Co-immunoprecipitation results also suggest that BRI1cnu4 is not impaired in the 
interaction with BAK1 (data not shown) it will be part of future work to fully understand 
the changes in the bri1cnu4 mutant plant. Split-ubiquitin data from yeast provided by Nina 
Glöckner also hint to a stronger interaction between BAK1 and BRI1cnu4.  
In co-immunoprecipitation experiments, external application of PSK- (P.@<('!XjA) or BR- 
ligands (Wolf et al., 2014) had no influence on the association between the receptors and 
RLP44. These results are consistent with ligand-independence of already published 
RLP-RLK interactions (Albert et al., 2015, Gust and Felix 2014).  
3.3& PSK signalling is involved in the maintenance of procambial identity  
In recent years, an increasing number of peptides have been found to play important roles 
in the development of plants (Matsubayashi 2014, Tavormina et al., 2015). Occasionally, 
the involvement of a small secreted extracellular sulfated pentapeptide PSK is proposed, 
which contributes to several processes (Matsubayashi et al., 2014; Sauter et al., 2015). PSK 
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was identified as a factor to activate proliferation and crucial for the growth of low-density 
plant cell cultures (Matsubayashi and Sakagami 1996). Further studies led to the discovery 
that PSK induces tracheary element differentiation in Zinnia elegans cells in addition to 
auxin and cytokinin (Matsubayashi et al., 1999). To study xylem cell differentiation in 
Arabidopsis a trans-differentiation approach was established (Kondo et al., 2015). It was 
determined that mesenchymal cells before they develop into tracheary element cells go 
through an intermediate procambial state. The transcriptome data provided by the same 
study revealed the a stronger expression of PSK4 and PSK5 during early phase of the 
trans-differentiation process (Kondo et al., 2015; Motose et al., 2009). To study the impact 
of the RLKs PSKR1/BRI1 or RLP44 on the on the trans-differentiation, it would helpful 
to establish the trans-differentiation protocol to investigate the respective mutants. As the 
trans-differentiation is subdivided into different stages, maybe we can decipher the 
mechanism in more detail and how and where the receptors are specifically involved in the 
regulation.  
With respect to this knowledge, we hypothesize that PSK-signalling may be a determinant 
for the control of xylem cell fate by promoting maintenance of procambial identity and 
further, that PSK-signalling may be responsible for the disrupted xylem phenotype 
observed in the different mutant backgrounds. The phenotype with the additional 
metaxylem cells within the axis, as well as procambial cells with xylem identity outside 
the xylem axis were also observed in PSK-signalling impaired mutants (P.@<('!Xk). It is 
noteworthy that the triple mutant rlp44cnu2 pskr1-3 pskr2-1 does not show an additive 
phenotype compared to the double pskr1-3 pskr2-1 mutant (P.@<('!Xk), suggesting that both 
proteins are acting in the same signalling pathway. Furthermore, we show that 
overexpression of 35S:RLP44-GFP in pskr1-3 pskr2-1 background does not affect the 
xylem phenotype. However, the same 35S:RLP44-GFP in the bri1-null background does 
rescue the disrupted xylem phenotype (data not shown, is part of Holzwart et al., in 
revision, experiments performed by Dr. Garnelo Gómez). Taken together, these results 
indicate that RLP44 acts downstream of BRI1 and through PSKR with respect to the 
maintenance of vascular cell fate.  
We examined the effect of PSK on the xylem differentiation of the rlp44 mutants and on 
bri1cnu4 and indeed, PSK treatment rescued the ectopic xylem phenotype in the rlp44 
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mutants (P.@<('! `Y). This suggests RLP44 is not required for PSK signalling as the 
disrupted xylem phenotype can be rescued by external PSK supply. Contradictory, PSK 
could not rescue the xylem phenotype of bri1cnu4 mutants. For the time being, we can only 
hypothesize why PSK does not rescue the bri1cnu4 mutant. One reason could be that RLP44, 
BR1cnu4 and BAK1 form a stable ternary complex, which sequesters the co-receptor 
BAK1 away from the PSK-signalling pathway. Split-Ubiquitin results from our 
collaboration with Nina Glöckner revealed an enhanced interaction between BRI1cnu4 and 
BAK1 than between BAK1 and BRI1 (data not shown). This could explain why 
PSK-signalling is not activated despite exogenous supply with PSK. Besides, while there 
is no distinguishable phenotype compared to the mock treated control upon exogenous 
application of PSK on Col-0, the xylem of tpst-1 is partially rescued. However, the PSK 
effect on root growth is apparent for Col-0 but not for tpst-1 (P.@<('!`L).  
Noteworthy, PSK-signalling increases longevity and facilitates callus growth, which is also 
associated with cell identity maintenance (Matsubayashi 2006). The PSK signalling 
pathway plays an important role in maintaining procambial identity by regulating final 
xylem cell differentiation though interaction with RLP44. RLP44 promotes the interaction 
between PSKR1 and its co-receptor BAK1 independently of PSK.  
3.4& BRI plays a role in root vascular development  
Brassinosteroids (BRs) are implicated in the overall plant development and their 
biosynthesis is highly regulated (Yokota 1997). Various brassinosteroid-deficient mutants 
show defects in vasculature formation in the shoot (Ibañes et al., 2009; Caño-Delgado et 
al., 2010; Caño-Delgado et al., 2004). Previously, mesophyll cell differentiation has been 
studied in Zinnia elegans, where BR levels have been shown to increase prior to the 
differentiation to tracheary element cells (Iwasaki and Shibaok 1991; Yamamoto et al., 
1997; Yamamoto et al., 2001). Xylem cell differentiation is a tightly regulated process and 
for that, the quantity and composition of hormones and peptides have to be under stringent 
control. In addition to a coordinated auxin and cytokinin supply, BRs are critical for correct 
differentiation. It was shown recently that glycogen synthase kinase 3 (GSK3) proteins are 
crucial downstream components affecting xylem differentiation by directly suppressing the 
downstream transcription factors of BR-signalling (Kondo et al., 2014). This inhibition of 
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the differentiation into xylem cells is important in e.g. procambial cells of leaf and 
hypocotyls to prevent their differentiation and maintain their meristematic properties 
(Kondo et al., 2014). Bikinin is an inhibitor of GSK3, and can be used to promote 
differentiation of xylem cells (Kondo et al., 2015). 
In this study, we investigated the effect of BL on the primary root vasculature development 
and observed that BR does not play a significant role in the control of xylem differentiation 
as neither BR-signalling nor biosynthetic mutants show the described disrupted xylem 
phenotype (Huerta 2016; Holzwart et al., in revision). However, BRI1 is crucial for the 
maintenance of the vascular cell fate. The severe vascular phenotype, described in shoots 
of BR-impaired mutants (Ibañes et al., 2009), could not be confirmed in roots. Among other 
mutants, the BR-impaired bin2-1 mutant shows a normal xylem phenotype in the root, also 
the xylem of bikinin treated Col-0 has a normal pattern, both points emphasising that BIN2 
is likely not relevant for the maintenance of vascular cell fate in roots (data not shown, part 
of Holzwart et al., in revision). However the bin2-1 mutant shows a reduced number of 
vascular bundles compared to Col-0 in the shoot (Ibañes et al., 2009). One possible scenario 
for this observation could be that the vascular pattern of the root is determined during 
embryogenesis by asymmetric divisions of the procambial cells (Jürgens et al., 2001). 
However, the shoot together with the vascular bundles originates post-embryonically from 
the shoot apical meristem (Jürgens et al., 2001). Total vascular cell number is also behaving 
opposed in shoot and root in BR signalling mutants, for instance the cell numbers are 
reduced in the shoot (Ibañes et al., 2009) whereas increased in the roots (Kang et al., 2017).  
Further, BRs are crucial for the development of new organs but not necessary during 
embryogenesis, as bri1-null mutants develop a healthy embryo although they lack BR1 
receptors. The BRL2 and BRL3 are still functional, however, bri1-null mutants adult 
plants, show severe delayed and development defects (Friedrichsen et al., 2000, Jaillais et 
al., 2011). 
We were not able to show any effect of BL-supplementation on primary root xylem 
formation (P.@<('!` XB). Neither increasing nor completely depleting endogenous BL levels 
has a significant influence on the metaxylem cell formation (PPZ data not shown, Holzwart 
et al., in revision). Furthermore, activation of the BL signalling pathway downstream of 
BRI1 by bikinin treatment has no effect on Col-0 (data not shown, is part of Holzwart et 
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al., in revision, experiments performed by Dr. Garnelo Gómez). Moreover, dwf4-102 and 
cpd are two Arabidopsis mutants defective in BL biosynthesis and exhibit the same BR 
deficient growth phenotype. However, exogenous BL supplement can rescue the impaired 
growth phenotype, although the xylem phenotype remains unaffected (P.@<('! XX). The 
effect is in line with the results of the PPZ treatment as PPZ is inhibiting the enzyme DWF4 
(data not shown, is part of Holzwart et al., in revision, experiments performed by Dr. 
Garnelo Gómez). Besides, it is worth mentioning that in dwf4-102 homozygous mutants 
and PPZ-treated Col-0 plants have gaps in protoxylem cell development. As a consequence, 
it is possible that BL signalling is critical for normal protoxylem development independent 
from metaxylem cell fate.  
Our data demonstrates that the PSK-signalling-impaired lines are still able to sense BR 
(P.@<('!``) and additionally supplied PSK does not affect BL-sensitivity. However, the 
results concerning the PSK-signalling are difficult to interpret, as there are no molecular 
downstream targets known and the root length and xylem phenotype are the only read-outs 
so far. In summary, our results indicate BRI1 acts as a key regulator, independent of the 
BR signalling pathway, through RLP44, which interacts with PSKR1 to promote PSK 
signalling. 
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The goal of our work is to decipher how plants gather information about the cell wall and 
integrate them with intracellular signalling networks to control development. Within this 
work, we were able to identify the recently described receptor-like protein 44 (RLP44) as 
a potential sensor for cell wall pectate. Furthermore, we showed that RLP44 balances 
PHYTOSULFOKINE (PSK) and BRASSINOSTEROID (BR) signalling pathways though 
direct interaction with receptor-like kinases (RLKs) BR INSENSITIVE1 (BRI1) and PSK 
RECEPTOR1 (PSKR1). We assume RLP44 to be a scaffold protein, which fine-tunes the 
interaction of the RLKs with the respective co-receptors. BR1 determines xylem cell fate 
though the regulation of RLP44 and the PSK-signalling pathway, independently of the 
classical BR signalling. The balance of both signalling pathways is crucial for the xylem 
fate determination, an imbalance of the signalling integration, caused by the lacking of one 
of the receptors leads to a reorganization xylem. In the future, a transcriptome analysis is 
fundamental to identify downstream signalling members of the PSK pathway and could be 
helpful to find new readouts for the PSK signalling pathway. Moreover, an earlier readout 
for cell identity transitions, beside the disrupted xylem phenotype, would be useful to 
decipher the patio-temporal regulation of this process.  
As plants are sessile, they are forced to cope with the environmental conditions and adapt. 
The amount and diversity of the RLKs and RLPs suggests that signal integration in plants 
is exceptionally well developed. Our results introduce a new mechanistic model how 
signals are integrated by the RLKs in plants and how RLPs enable interplay of signalling 
pathways.  
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4.1& Plant material and growth conditions 
4.1.1! Sterilisation 
Seeds were sterilised in freshly prepared sterilisation solution (1:10 dilution of 1.3% (V/V) 
sodium hypochlorite with 70% ethanol), for not longer than 2 minutes to avoid damage of 
the seeds. Subsequently, seeds were washed twice with absolute ethanol and dried in the 
sterile bench.  
4.1.2! Standard growth conditions 
Standard experiment plates were prepared with $ Murashige & Skoog (MS) medium 
(Duchefa), 1% D-sucrose (Carl Roth) and 0.9% phytoagar (Duchefa) with pH = 5.8 
adjusted with KOH. Sterilised seeds were plated and stratified for 2-4 days at 4 °C in the 
dark and subsequently plates were placed vertically in growth chambers with long day 
conditions (16 hours light, 8 hours dark), with the number of days indicated for each 
experiment. For subsequent growth of adult plants, CLT-SM substrate (Einheitserde 
Classic) was used in growth rooms with long day conditions (16 hours light, 8 hours dark). 
Pictures of plants were taken at indicated time points.  
4.1.3! Crossings 
Mature siliques, open flowers, buds with already fertilized tip, and the meristem including 
too small buds, were removed of the mother plants’ inflorescence. By gently removing the 
petals, sepals, and all the immature anthers, we isolated the stigmas of 3-5 flower buds. 
One day later the anthers from the father plant were taken and tapped on the already 
developed stigmata of the mother plant. Developed siliques were harvested and either used 
for experiments or propagation.  
4.1.4! Root length measurement 
To assess response of the genotypes to different growth conditions, one possibility is to 
measure the root length of seedlings. For this, plants were grown on $ MS medium 
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supplied with 1% sucrose and 0.9% phytoagar and in addition the substance of interest. For 
the BL sensitivity assay, plates were supplied with 2 µM PPZ (Sigma-Aldrich) with 
different concentrations of Brassinolide (BL, Santa Cruz Biotech). For PSK response, 
plates were supplied with 1 %M !-PSK (PolyPeptide). After stratification, plates were 
placed in growth chambers and scanned after 5-6 days of growth in long day conditions at 
22 °C. Roots were analysed with the image-processing program ImageJ 
(https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/), by measuring the length from the root tip to the hypocotyl. Root 
length averages together with the standard deviations were plotted for each experiment.  
Used chemicals for the root measurements: PPZ (Sigma-Aldrich) 100 mM stock in 90% 
Dimethylsulfoxid (DMSO); BL (Santa Cruz Biotech) 10 mM stock in 80% Ethanol; !-PSK 
(PolyPeptide): 1 mM stock in water.  
4.2& Generation of plasmid constructs 
The Gateway system is a commercial cloning system. It was used following the 
manufacturer’s recommendations (GatewayTM BP ClonaseTM II Clonase Enzyme Mix and 
GatewayTM LR ClonaseTM II Clonase Enzyme, ThermoFisher). GreenGate is a variable 
system for generating a modular construct with a high variability (Lampropoulos et al., 
2013)A!For selection of transformed bacteria, antibiotics according the plasmid backbone 
was necessary. The concentrations of used antibiotics are listed in %68-'!`. !
R#*(4)E.)V3,&*&A,&'+)>+47)&3),%&+)+,>7;),A)&+A(#,4)$A+&,&F4)*#',4"&#()'(A34+. 
#3,&*&A,&'+) B&3#()'A3'43,"#,&A3)
T6(8'0.)--.0! !]Y!i@b73!
2.>67*.).0! !X]!i@b73!
E*')+.0,7,=).0! !]Y!i@b73!
Q6067=).0! !]Y!i@b73!
#7*.).--.0! !LYY!i@b73!
T&-,(67*&'0.),-! !`1!i@b73!
%'+(6)=)-.0! !LXA]!i@b73!
4.2.1! Gateway cloning 
The gene of interest (GOI) was amplified with indicated primers (%68-'!L`) subsequently 
checked by an agarosegel for the appropriate size and thereupon precipitated with PEG400. 
The product was internalised into pDONR207 by BP clonase overnight at 25 °C in a water 
bath. After successful transformation of the recombinant plasmid it was amplified with 
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Escherichia coli (E. coli) XL1 Blue cells, with the appropriate supplied Luria – Bertani 
(LB) medium (LB-medium: 0,5% (w/v) BactoTM yeast extract (Roth), 1% BactoTM tryptone 
(BD Biosciences), 1% (w/v) KCl; for solid 1% of BactoTM Agar (BD Biosciences)) with the 
appropriate antibiotic resistence of the backbone plasmid (%68-'! `, %68-'! 1). Before 
continuing, the proper gene sequence was confirmed by Sanger-sequencing after extracting 
the Plasmid with miniprep of liquid cultures (GeneEluteTM Plasmid Miniprep Kit, Sigma 
Aldrich) following the manufacturer’s instructions. After that, the pDONR207 with the 
GOI was used to recombine with the plasmid backbone containing the required tag (%68-'!
1) (Karimi et al., 2002) with the help of the LR clonase. After 1 h on 25 °C in a water bath, 
the reaction was transformed into E. coli XL1 Blue cells and selected on appropriate LB 
medium. !
)
R#*(4)2.)!#,4:#;)'A3+,">',+)>+47)&3),%&+)+,>7;.))
$(#+G&7)3#G4) +,A'W)3#G4) *#'W*A34)$(#+G&7) 'AGG43,+)
23411R2P4! *ES1k! *Q[2S_X!! S,->!-68!
23411RITJR7)&'((=! *ESXk]! *QX_S[! S,->!-68!
4EQ2LR_P4! *ES[\`! *N[S_PX! 36;?.@!'+!6-AM!XYL]!
7_P4R3+.\8! *ESX]Y! *Q[S_PX! S,->!-68!
B#QLRN#! *ES[`! *_SBL1! S,->!-68!
B2FLR2P4! *ES]Y1! *B[2S_X! S,->!-68!
72P4R3+.\8! *ESX1\! *CBGR2P4RJ'5+! 96.:'-!-68!
23411R_P4! *ES1j! *Q[PS_X! S,->!-68!
23411ITJ! *ESj1L! *Q[2S_X! +&.5!5+<;=!
23411ITJp)-<5+'(F! *ESj`\! *Q[2S_X! +&.5!5+<;=!
23411ITJp)-<5+'(FF! *ESj`[! *Q[2S_X! +&.5!5+<;=!
23411ITJp)-<5+'(FFF! *ESj`j! *Q[2S_X! +&.5!5+<;=!
23411ITJp)-<5+'(FK! *ESj`k! *Q[2S_X! +&.5!5+<;=!
4.2.2! GreenGate cloning 
The idea is based on the generation of entry modules, six of different kinds, which can be 
combined flexible, but due to determined sticky ends, the sequence was set. All constructs 
were generated according to Lampropoulos et al., 2013A 
4.2.2.1& Generation of entry vectors 
GOI was amplified with indicated primers (%68-'! L`) and Q5® High-Fidelity DNA 
Polymerase (NEB) and checked on an agarosegel for the correct size. After subsequent 
purification (GeneJet GEL Extraction Kit, ThermoFisher), the product was digested with 
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Eco31I (ThermoFisher) before column-purification as already described. Empty entry 
vectors were separately digested with the same restriction enzyme and also purified. 
Ligation of both products was performed by Sticky-end Ligase Master Mix (NEB) 
following the manufacturer’s instructions. After ligation reaction, mixture was transformed 
in E. coli XL1 Blue and cultivated in selective LB medium with appropriate antibiotic 
supply. The backbone (pGGA000 or pGGC000) for the entry vectors carries the Amp-
resistance gene (%68-'! `). Positive colonies were confirmed by single colony PCR and 
sequenced after further amplification of the plasmid. For generation of different modules, 
appropriate primer overhangs have to be considered to maintain the proper order of 
modules in the destination vector. In accordance to that, specific initial vectors were used 
for building the promoter (pGGA000) or the GOI (pGGC000). Special care has to be taken, 
if the GOI has internal Eco31I restriction sites. Those recognition sites have to be removed 
by site directed mutagenesis before creation of the entry modules. The BRI1 gene had three 
internal Eco31I cuttings sites which were silently mutated (%68-'!\/%68-'!L`). BRI1cnu3 
was cloned with SW1297 and SW1298 from genomic DNA of a bri1cnu3 plant. BRI1cnu4 
was cloned with SW1299 and SW1255 from genomic DNA of a bri1cnu4 plant (%68-'!
\/%68-'!L`). 
4.2.2.2& Generation of destination vectors 
A mixture of 1.5 %L of each of the six modules (A – F) (%68-'!\) and 1 %L of the destination 
vector (pGGZ001), 2 %L 10x buffer, 1.5 %L 10 nM ATP, 1 %L T4 DNA ligase, 1 %L Eco31I 
were added to run the GreenGate reaction (%68-'!]) to create final GreenGate constructs 
(%68-'![) (Lampropoulos et al., 2013$A!
R#*(4)I.)!"443!#,4)"4#',&A3)$"A9"#G.)
,4G$4"#,>"4)<[DZ) 7>"#,&A3)<G&3Z) 3>G*4")AB)';'(4+)
`[! X!
q`Y!!L\! X!
]Y! ]! L!
jY! ]! L!
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R#*(4)L.)V++4G*(47)B&3#()!"443!#,4)'A3+,">',+)&3),%&+)+>7;.))
$5]EJC)
$/0122U/0122P!=1) ))
$5]EMM)
$8/-?U8/-?)
'A3+,">',)
+,A'W)
3#G4) ! 'A3+,">',) +,A'W)3#G4)
#R7,;<-'! *23411! *ESXkk! !! #R7,;<-'! *B2FL! *ES`[k!
BR7,;<-'! BRJ<77=! *__BYY`! !! BR7,;<-'! BRJ<77=! *__BYY`!
TR7,;<-'! 23411! *ES``1! !! TR7,;<-'! B2FL! *ES`jY!
JR7,;<-'! _P4! *ESLjX! ! JR7,;<-'! JRJ<77=! *__JYYX!
IR7,;<-'! +CBmLY! *__IYYk! !! IR7,;<-'! +CBmLY! *__IYYk!
PR9,;<-'! B65+6!2! *__PYYL! !! PR9,;<-'! B65+62! *__PYYL!
J'5+.06+.,0!D')+,(! !! *__aYYL! !! J'5+.06+.,0!D')+,(! !! *__aYYL!
!! !! !! !! !! !! !!
$5]LE?)
$/0122U/0122P!V!VP!=1))) ))
$5]EMQ)
$8/-?U8/-?'3>E)
'A3+,">',)
+,A'W)
3#G4) !! 'A3+,">',) +,A'W)3#G4)
#R7,;<-'! *23411! *ESXkk! ! #R7,;<-'! *B2FL! *ES`[k!
BR7,;<-'! BRJ<77=! *__BYY`! !! BR7,;<-'! BRJ<77=! *__BYY`!
TR7,;<-'! 23411! *ES``1! !! TR7,;<-'! B2FL)0<`! *ES`kL!
JR7,;<-'! _#_#R_P4! *ES\XY! !! JR7,;<-'! JRJ<77=! *__JYYX!
IR7,;<-'! +CBmLY! *__IYYk! ! IR7,;<-'! +CBmLY! *__IYYk!
PR9,;<-'! E<->2! *__PYY\! !! PR9,;<-'! B65+62! *__PYYL!
J'5+.06+.,0!D')+,(! !! *__aYYL! !! J'5+.06+.,0!D')+,(! !! *__aYYL!
!! !! !! !! !! !! !!
$5]Q2I)
EI5U/0122NDOPGR>"Y>A&+4) )
$5]EQS)
$8/-?U8/-?'3>2)
'A3+,">',)
+,A'W)
3#G4) !! 'A3+,">',) +,A'W)3#G4)
#R7,;<-'! *23411! *ESXkk! !! #R7,;<-'! *B2FL! *ES`[k!
BR7,;<-'! BRJ<77=! *__BYY`! !! BR7,;<-'! BRJ<77=! *__BYY`!
TR7,;<-'! 23411pB%9J! *ESj[Y! ! TR7,;<-'! B2FL)0<1! *ES`jL!
JR7,;<-'! *4JYYXL! !*ESk11! !! JR7,;<-'! +CBmLY! *__IYYk!
IR7,;<-'! +CBmLY! *__IYYk! !! IR7,;<-'! +CBmLY! *__IYYk!
PR9,;<-'! E<->2! *__PYY\! !! PR9,;<-'! B65+62! *__PYYL!
J'5+.06+.,0!D')+,(! !! *__aYYL! ! J'5+.06+.,0!D')+,(! !! *__aYYL!
!! !! !! !! !! !! !!
$5]M22)
EI5U/0122D(>+,4"-P!V!VP!=1) ))
$5]2CL)
$8/-?U8/?'3>EX2)
'A3+,">',)
+,A'W)
3#G4) ! 'A3+,">',) +,A'W)3#G4)
#R7,;<-'! *23411! *ESXkk! !! #R7,;<-'! *B2FL! *ES`[k!
BR7,;<-'! BRJ<77=! *__BYY`! ! BR7,;<-'! BRJ<77=! *__BYY`!
TR7,;<-'! 23411)-<5+'(F! *ES[]k! !! TR7,;<-'! B2FL)0<`M1! *ES1Lk!
JR7,;<-'! _#_#R_P4! *ES\XY! !! JR7,;<-'! JRJ<77=! *__JYYX!
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IR7,;<-'! +CBmLY! *__IYYk! !! IR7,;<-'! +CBmLY! *__IYYk!
PR9,;<-'! E<->2! *__PYY\! ! PR9,;<-'! B65+62! *__PYYL!
J'5+.06+.,0!D')+,(! !! *__aYYL! !! J'5+.06+.,0!D')+,(! !! *__aYYL!
!! !! !! !! !! !! !!
$5]M2I)
EI5U/0122D(>+,4"--P!V!VP!=1) ))
$5]2CS)
$8/-?U8/-?P!=1)
'A3+,">',)
+,A'W)
3#G4) ! 'A3+,">',) +,A'W)3#G4)
#R7,;<-'! *23411! *ESXkk! !! #R7,;<-'! *B2FL! *ES`[k!
BR7,;<-'! BRJ<77=! *__BYY`! ! BR7,;<-'! BRJ<77=! *__BYY`!
TR7,;<-'! 23411)-<5+'(pFF! *ES[\Y! !! TR7,;<-'! B2FL! *ES`jY!
JR7,;<-'! _#_#R_P4! *ES\XY! !! JR7,;<-'! _P4! *__JYYL!
IR7,;<-'! +CBmLY! *__IYYk! !! IR7,;<-'! +CBmLY! *__IYYk!
PR9,;<-'! E<->2! *__PYY\! ! PR9,;<-'! B65+62! *__PYYL!
J'5+.06+.,0!D')+,(! !! *__aYYL! !! J'5+.06+.,0!D')+,(! !! *__aYYL!
!! !! !! !! !! !! !!
)
$5]M2J)
)
EI5U/0122D(>+,4"-^P!V!VP!=1) !!
$5]2C?)
$8/-?U8/-?'3>EP!=1)
'A3+,">',)
+,A'W)
3#G4) ! 'A3+,">',) +,A'W)3#G4)
#R7,;<-'! *23411! *ESXkk! !! #R7,;<-'! *B2FL! *ES`[k!
BR7,;<-'! BRJ<77=! *__BYY`! ! BR7,;<-'! BRJ<77=! *__BYY`!
TR7,;<-'! 23411)-<5+'(pFK! *ES[\X! !! TR7,;<-'! B2FL)0<`! *ES`kL!
JR7,;<-'! _#_#R_P4! *ES\XY! !! JR7,;<-'! _P4! *__JYYL!
IR7,;<-'! +CBmLY! *__IYYk! !! IR7,;<-'! +CBmLY! *__IYYk!
PR9,;<-'! E<->2! *__PYY\! ! PR9,;<-'! B65+62! *__PYYL!
J'5+.06+.,0!D')+,(! !! *__aYYL! !! J'5+.06+.,0!D')+,(! !! *__aYYL!
!! !! !! !! !! !! !!
$5]2CE)
$8/-?U8/-?'3>EX2P!=1) !!
$5]2CC)
$8/-?U8/-?'3>2P!=1)
'A3+,">',)
+,A'W)
3#G4) ! 'A3+,">',) +,A'W)3#G4)
#R7,;<-'! *B2FL! *ES`[k! !! #R7,;<-'! *B2FL! *ES`[k!
BR7,;<-'! BRJ<77=! *__BYY`! !! BR7,;<-'! BRJ<77=! *__BYY`!
TR7,;<-'! B2FL)0<`M1! *ES1Lk! !! TR7,;<-'! B2FL)0<1! *ES`jL!
JR7,;<-'! _P4! *__JYYL! ! JR7,;<-'! _P4! *__JYYL!
IR7,;<-'! +CBmLY! *__IYYk! !! IR7,;<-'! +CBmLY! *__IYYk!
PR9,;<-'! B65+62! *__PYYL! !! PR9,;<-'! B65+62! *__PYYL!
J'5+.06+.,0!D')+,(! !! *__aYYL! !! J'5+.06+.,0!D')+,(! !! *__aYYL!
 
After the GreenGate reaction, E. coli XL1 Blue were transformed with 5 %L of the mixture. 
Insertion of the construct was confirmed by colony PCR and constructs were used to 
transform Agrobacterium tumefaciens strain ASE (pSOUP+).  
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4.2.3! Transformation of Escherichia coli and Agrobacterium tumefaciens 
The strain E. coli XL-1 Blue was used for both cloning systems. Chemically competent 
cells were transformed with the required plasmid by heat-shock at 42 °C for 45 sec. and 
afterwards incubated around 2-4 hours at 37 °C.  
For constructs assembled by Gateway, Agrobacterium tumefaciens strain C58C1 was used. 
Electro competent cells were transformed by electroporation with the required plasmid in 
an electroporator and subsequently incubated at 28 °C for 2-4 hours. 
For selection of positive agrobacteria clones, rifampicin, carbenicillin and the antibiotic of 
the resistance backbone plasmid needed to be added (%68-'! 1). The concentrations for 
antibiotics were used according to %68-'!`. !
For constructs built by GreenGate, Agrobacterium tumefaciens strain ASE pSOUP+ was 
used. Chemically competent cells were transformed with the needed plasmid by freezing 
in liquid nitrogen, afterwards put on 37 °C before the cells were incubated at 28 °C for 3-4 
hours. For selection of positive agrobacteria clones, spectinomycin, kanamycin, tetracylin 
and for those constructs (%68-'![) in pGGZ001 backbone, spectinomycin were used. The 
concentrations for antibiotics were used according to %68-'!`.  
4.2.4! Plant transformation and stable transgenic line selection 
To generate stable lines, the background has to be chosen appropriate to the hypothesis. 
Plants were grown for about 4 weeks and the first inflorescences were trimmed to induce 
more growth. Right before dipping of the plants, siliques were removed. 
Agrobacteria with the desired plasmid were spread on selective plates and incubated for 
one night at 28 °C. Two nights before plant transformation, agrobacteria were amplified to 
two fresh selective LB-plates and incubated for two nights at 28 °C.  
To each plate, 15 mL fresh LB medium was added and agrobacteria were resuspended in 
this in total 30 mL. Agrobacteria suspension was mixed with 120 mL 5% sucrose and 0.03 
silwet L-77 (Lehle Seeds). Plants were dipped carefully with all inflorescences in the 
solution. Transformed plants were covered with a lid and kept wet and without light for 
one day. To increase the transformation efficiency, the procedure was repeated after 7 days 
(Clough and Bent 1998).  
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T1 plants were selected according to the selection marker and around 40 T1 plants were 
selected and propagated. Subsequently, approximately 20 T2 seeds were plated on the 
appropriate $ MS selection medium to check for single integration lines. & of the offspring 
should not survive, 8 plants of the surviving plants of each single integration line were 
selected and T3 seeds collected. If all offspring survives, the stable T3 seeds were ready to 
use for experiments. Arabidopsis lines used in this study are listed in %68-'!j. 
R#*(4)M.)!"#$%&'()%)*(&34+)>+47)&3),%&+)+,>7;.)
943A,;$4) "4B4"43'4)
7_P4R3+.\8! T<+-'(!'+!6-AM!XYYY!
T,-RY!"T,-<78.6RY$! 4$2#%56,7%7!8.,-,@.)6-!('5,<()'!)'0+('!
23411ITJR7T&'((=!"T,-RY$! %&.5!5+<;=!
23411ITJR7T&'((=!"$+,**'()-$! %&.5!5+<;=!
23411ITJR7T&'((=!"'()-$! S,->!-68!
23411ITJR7T&'((="49IF,U$! %&.5!5+<;=!
49IF,U! S,->!'+!6-AM!XYLX!
'()&" S,->!'+!6-AM!XYLX!
'()-" S,->!'+!6-AM!XYL1!
'()9" %&.5!5+<;=!
'()*" %&.5!5+<;=!
#$%&'()&" S,->!'+!6-AM!XYLX!
$+,**'()-" S,->!'+!6-AM!XYL1!
#$%&'()9" %&.5!5+<;=!
#$%&'()*" %&.5!5+<;=!
5')2P4! a&'0@!XYY]!
PNLY[! 96(+.0.r('!'+!6-AM!XYLL!
*23*11h23411R_#_#R_P4!"'()-$! B,(l6!_6(0'-,!_s7':!XYL[!
*23411h23411R)-<5+'(FFR_#_#R_P4!"'()-$! %&.5!5+<;=!
*23411h23411R_P4!"$+,**'()-$! %&.5!5+<;=!
*B2FLhB2FLR_P4!"'()9$! %&.5!5+<;=!
*B2FLhB2FLR_P4!"'()*$! %&.5!5+<;=!
$+,**B9" S,->!'+!6-AM!XYL1!b!E#F3p]k\pILX!
#$%&B9G&" 3.!60;!G67!XYYX!
*B2FLhB2FL!"#$%&B9G&$! %&.5!5+<;=!
*B2FLhB2FL)0<`!"#$%&B9G&$! %&.5!5+<;=!
*B2FLhB2FL)0<1!"#$%&B9G&$! %&.5!5+<;=!
*B2FLhB2FL)0<`M1!"#$%&B9G&$! %&.5!5+<;=!
#$%&B()++" t6.--6.5!'+!6-AM!XYLL!b!_QpL`1ILY!!
*B2FLhB2FLR_P4!"#$%&B()++$! %&.5!5+<;=!
*B2FLhB2FLR_P4)0<`!"#$%&B()++$! %&.5!5+<;=!
*B2FLhB2FLR_P4)0<1!"#$%&B()++M! %&.5!5+<;=!
*B2FLhB2FLR_P4)0<`M1!"#$%&B()++$! %&.5!5+<;=!
',5" E:'/'('5!'+!6-AM!Lkk\!
5HI*B&G-" G6/67,+,!'+!6-AM!XYY\!b!E#3QpYXY[\L!
Ba2LRLJ! S60@!'+!6-AM!XYYX!
#/7&B?" O.0!'+!6-AM!XYYX!
#%(-B&" 3.!60;!G67!XYYX!
23411R2P4! S,->!'+!6-AM!XYL1!
23411R2P4!"#$%&'()*$! %&.5!5+<;=!
72P4R3+.\B! %&.5!5+<;=!
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$+,**'()-"#$%&'()*!u]Y! %&.5!5+<;=!
$+,**'()-"#$%&'()*!u[k! %&.5!5+<;=!
,7N$&B9",7N$-B&" Q<+5)&76(!'+!6-AM!XYYk!
,7N$&B-",7O$&$&" 9,5&'(!60;!Q'77'(-.0@!XYL`!
0,70B&" Q,7,(.!'+!6-AM!XYYk!
4EQ2L,U! Q<+5)&76(!'+!6-AM!XYYk!
$+,**'()-",7N$&B9" %&.5!5+<;=!
$+,**'()-",7N$&B9",7N$-B&" %&.5!5+<;=!
4EQ2L,U!"#$%&'()*$! %&.5!5+<;=!
4EQ2L,U!"$+,**'()-$! %&.5!5+<;=!
4.3& Genomic DNA extraction and genotyping 
4.3.1! gDNA extraction 
Genomic DNA (gDNA) extraction protocol was adapted from Edwards et al., 1991. gDNA 
was extracted from a preferable young plant and a single leaf was harvested in a 2 mL 
reaction tube together with a glass ball. After shock-freezing in liquid nitrogen the sample 
was homogenized with the help of a tissue homogenizer (QIAGEN). 250 %L of gDNA 
extraction buffer (150 nM Tris pH = 8, 250 mM NaCl, 25 mM EDTA, 0.5% SDS) was 
added to the homogenized tissue and mixed. After spinning down in a table top 
microcentrifuge at full speed for 15 min at room temperature, 150 %L of the supernatant 
was mixed with 150 %L isopropanol. This mixture was centrifuged for 10 min. Afterwards, 
the DNA pellet was washed with 500 %L of 70% Ethanol and centrifuged for 10 min. 
Supernatant was removed carefully and the pellet air-dried before dissolving in 40 %L 
TlowE buffer (10 mM Tris-HCL (pH = 8), 0.5 mM EDTA).  
4.3.2! Genotyping 
Cleaved amplified polymorphic sequences (CAPS) are helpful tool to genotype mutant 
lines based on point mutations. CAPS primers were used to amplify the sequence with PCR 
and subsequent restriction with the appropriate restriction enzyme revealed the genotypes 
of rlp44cnu2 (Wolf et al., 2014), bri1cnu3, bri1cnu4, bri1-301 (Li and Nam 2002). Primers and 
restriction enzymes are listed in Table 11.  
Different t-DNA insertion lines were used in this study. For genotyping it was necessary 
to take a t-DNA specific primer. All used primer sequences are listed in Table 11. For bri1-
null (GK_134E10) (Jaillais et al., 2011), SW1378 + SW1379 for the wildtype allele and 
SW1378 + SW1377 for the t-DNA, were used. Both pskr mutant lines are SALK lines, for 
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pskr1-2 SW1745 + SW1746 for the wildtype allele and SW1745 +SW230 for the t-DNA. 
For pskr2-1 SW1747 + SW1748 were combined for the wildtype and SW14747+SW230 
for the t-DNA. 
rlp44-3 is a SAIL line. For the wildtype allele, SW425+SW326 were used, and for the 
t-DNA SW425+SW390 were used (Table 11) 
4.4& Microscopic analysis 
Confocal laser scanning microscopy of plant material was performed on a TCS SP5 
inverted confocal microscope (Leica) or before on a LSM 510 Meta confocal scanning 
microscope (Zeiss). Used laser lines for excitation and emission wavelengths are depicted 
in %68-'!k. Images were analysed and processed with ImageJ (https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/). 
R#*(4)Q.)NK'&,#,&A3)#37)4G&++&A3):#F4(439,%+)>+47)&3),%&+)+,>7;.))
B(>A"A$%A"4) 4K'&,#,&A3)_3G`) 4G&++&A3)_3G`)
7%<(Z<,.5'! 1]j! 1kYR]X]!
_P4! 1jj! 1jYR]`Y!
2P4! ]1`! ]\YR\LY!
7T&'((=! ]1`! ]\YR\LY!
4(,*.;.<7!.,;.;'! ]1`! ]\YR\LY!
P91R\1! ]1`! \[YR[]Y!
B65.)!><)&5.0! ]L1! 1XYR1jY!
T6-),>-<,('!! 1Y]! 1XYR1jY!
)
4.4.1! Fm4-64 staining 
1 %M FM4-64 was added to liquid $ MS medium and seedlings were stained for 15 min 
for subsequent imaging. Microscope settings were used according to%68-'!k. 
4.4.2! Basic fuchsin staining 
Arabidopsis seedlings were stained with basic fuchsin for the standard protocol for 
estimating the vasculature on 6 dag. Seedlings were first fixed in methanol (Honeywell) 
for 1-4 hours at room temperature. Methanol was removed and seedlings incubated in 10% 
(w/v) NaOH for 2-4 hours at 65 °C. Next step after removing the NaOH was the staining 
in 0.01% basic fuchsin solution in water (1% stock prepared in 100% Ethanol) for five 
minutes. Afterwards seedlings were destained with 70% Ethanol for 10 min and seedlings 
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can be stored in 50% V/V) Glycerol at 4°C. Seedlings were mounted in 50% Glycerol and 
sealed with polish for long-term storage. Xylem was counted below the hypocotyl. 
Secondary wall thickenings were also visible in the transmitted light channel. Microscope 
settings were used according to %68-'!k. 
4.4.3! Calcofluor White staining 
For total vascular cell number assessment, roots were additionally to the basic fuchsin 
staining incubated with 100 %g/mL calcofluor white to stain the cellulose in the cell walls 
(Sigma-Aldrich, Fluorescence Brightener 28). The used stock solution was 20 mg/mL in 
water. Microscope settings were used according to %68-'!k. 
4.4.4! Propidium iodide staining 
Roots were incubated in 10 %g/mL propidium iodide dissolved in water for about 10 min, 
subsequently mounted in the same solution and directly imaged. Microscope settings were 
used according to %68-'!k. 
4.4.5! Plasmolysis 
The plasmolysis was always performed with 3-5 weeks old plants. Leaf disks were cut out 
and incubated in 0.6 M sorbitol solution for at least 10 min. Microscope settings were used 
according to %68-'!k. 
4.5& RNA extraction and quantitative Real-Time PCR 
4.5.1! RNA extraction and reverse transcription 
RNA was isolated derived from max. 100 mg Arabidopsis seedling tissue, liquid nitrogen 
frozen plant material was homogenized with the help of TissuelyserII (Qiagen). RNA was 
extracted with the help of RNA purification kit (Roboklon) following the manufacturer’s 
instructions. DNase digestion directly on the column was included, with the recommended 
enzyme from Roboklon. After obtaining the RNA concentrations with the Nanodrop, 1 %g 
of RNA was used for cDNA synthesis. Therefore, 1 %g RNA in 5.75 %L RNase free water 
was mixed with 0.625 %L 10 mM dNTPs (Sigma-Aldrich), 0.625 %L 40 %M oligo dT 
primer (eurofines). This mix was incubated for 5 min on 65 °C and subsequently hold on 
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ice for another 5 min before adding a mixture of 2 %L 5 x Reverse Transcriptase buffer 
(Roboklon), 0.25 %L Ribolock RNase inhibitor 40 u/%L (ThermoFisher), 0.5 %L 100 mM 
DTT (Rokoblon) and 0.25 %L AMV Reverse Transkriptase (Roboklon) was added and hold 
for 1 hour at 42 °C. The reaction was stopped with putting the mixture to 85 °CX for 5 min. 
Afterwards the cDNA was stored at -20 °C and is was diluted 1:40 in H20 before it was 
used for quantitative RT-PCR.  
4.5.2! Quantitative Real-Time-PCR 
The diluted cDNA was added to a mixture of 1.5 µL 10x PCR reaction buffer (Sigma-
Aldrich), 0.2 µL 50 mM MgCl2 (Sigma-Aldrich) , 0.3 µL 10 mM dNTPs (Sigma-Aldrich) 
, 0.05 µL 100 µM of each primer, 0,15 µL 1:400 diluted SYBR Green I nucleic acid gel 
stain (Sigma-Aldrich), 0.3 µL Jump Start Polymerase (Sigma-Aldrich) and 7.45 µL water. 
The used primers are listed in %68-'!LX. The reactions were run in Rotor-Gene Q 2plex 
(Qiagen) and the raw data was analysed with the 75 Rotor-Gene Q 2plex software. 
Obtained CT values were analysed according the !"##$%& method and normalized to the 
appropriate mock condition (Muller et al., 2002).  
4.6& Co-immunoprecipitation (Co-IP) and western blotting 
Co-IP were performed either in stable transgenic Arabidopsis lines or in transiently 
overexpressing N. benthamiana leaves. For the latter, an agroinfiltration with the 
investigated proteins has to happen before Co-IP.  
Step 1: First, agrobacteria main cultures with the proteins to investigate were grown 
overnight and centrifuged – the bacteria pellet is pelleted for 30 min at 3000 rpm and 
resuspended in water. Agrobacteria were starved for 1-3 hours at gentle agitation at room 
temperature. The OD600 was measured and adjusted to 0.5. The cultures were mixed 
according the experimental outline and infiltrate in N. benthamiana leaves. Plants were 
incubated for two days before harvesting. 
Transgene expressing Arabidopsis lines were plated on standard $ MS plates and whole 
seedling plant material was harvested after 7-9 dag.  
Step 2: Plant material was frozen in liquid nitrogen and grinded using mortar and pestle. 
Extraction buffer 1:2 was added. (100 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), 150 mM NaCl, 10% (v/v) 
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Glycerol, 5 mM EDTA (Sigma-Aldrich), 2% (v/v) Igepal CA-630 (Sigma-Aldrich). Added 
fresh: 5 mM DTT (Sigma-Aldrich), 1% (v/v) Protease Inhibitor Cocktail (Bimake) 
Step 3: Sample with extraction buffer was centrifuged at 4 °C at 13000 rom for 15 min. 60 
%L aliquot of the supernatant was directly boiled in 20 %L 4x SDS-PAGE sample buffer 
(Roti®- Load 1, Carl Roth) and kept as input sample and the remaining supernatant was 
incubated with 15 %L of equilibrated slurry anti-tag MicroBeads (Chromotek GFP-Trap® 
or RFP-Trap®) for 2 hours at 4 °C in a table-top rotator. Subsequently, beads were washed, 
i.e. spun down at lowest possible speed, removing old buffer, adding fresh buffer and 
repeated for three times. After washing steps, the beads were boiled at 95 °C for 5-10 min 
in 30 %L 2x sample buffer (Roti®- Load 1, Carl Roth). Samples were either directly used 
for SDS-PAGE or stored at 4 °C.  
SDS-polyacrylamid-gelelectrophorese (PAGE) gels were prepared freshly according the 
respective protein size. For BRI1/PSKR1, 7% acrylamide resolving gel was used, 12% 
acrylamide for RLP44 (resolving gel buffer: 1.5 M Tris-HCl pH 8.6). For the stacking gel, 
4.5% acrylamide were always used (stacking gel buffer: 0.5 M Tris-HCl pH 6.8). SDS-
PAGE were run in BioRad chambers in running buffer (25 mM Tris, 0.19 M Glycine, 0.35 
mM SDS) at 100/200 V. The same amount of protein was loaded from the SDS-PAGE and 
after Western blotting, the PVDF membrane (Immonlion-P, Millipoe) was incubated with 
the indicated antibodies. Before incubation with the antibody, the membrane was blocked 
for at least 1 hour with 5% BSA in 1 x TBST blocking solution (20 nM Tris-base pH 7.4, 
150 mM NaCl, 0.05% Tween). Primary antibodies, mouse monoclonal anti-GFP 
(1:10.000) (Biolegend), rabbit polyclonal anti-RFP (1:10000) (Karin Schumacher), rabbit 
polyclonal anti-BRI1 (1:5000) (Bojar et al., 2014), mouse monoclonal anti-HA (1:5000) 
(F-7, SantaCruz Biotechnology), rabbit polyclonal anti-BAK1 (1:5000) (Bojar et al., 2014), 
were diluted in 3% BSA and incubated with the membrane overnight at 4 °C on a shaker. 
Subsequently, membranes were washed 8 x 5 min with 1 X TBST and afterwards they were 
incubated with the secondary antibodies, goat polyclonal anti-rabbit coupled to horseradish 
peroxidase conjugate (1:10000) (ThermoFisher) or rabbit polyclonal anti-mouse coupled 
to horseradish peroxidase conjugate (1:10000) (Sigma-Aldrich) diluted in in 3% BSA for 
1 hour on agitation at room temperature. Afterwards, membranes were washed 8 x 5 min 
before imaging with an ECL imaging device (INTAS). For chemiluminescent reaction, 
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either SuperSignalTM west pico chemiluminescent substrate (ThermoFisher) or the 
SuperSignalTM west femto chemiluminescent substrate (ThermoFisher) was used.  
4.7& FRET-FLIM 
4.7.1! FRET-FLIM cloning 
For the Foerster Resonance Energy Transfer, 2in1 vectors in a Gateway system were used 
(Hecker et al., 2015). For this, the GOI was cloned into specific entry vectors, pDONR221-
P1P4 and pDONR221-P3P2 (%68-'! L`). Subsequently both to be tested GOIs were 
combined into one backbone plasmid (%68-'!LY).  
R#*(4)?S.)DA3+,">',+)>+47)BA")=/NRP=0-@)&3),%&+)+,>7;.))
$(#+G&7)3#G4) +,A'W)3#G4) *#'W*A34)$(#+G&7) 'AGG43,+)
4EQ2LR_P4! *ES[\`! *N[S_PX! 36;?.@!'+!6-AM!XYL]!
23411R2P4! *ES1k! *Q[2_SX! S,->!'+!6-A!XYL1!
P3EXR23411! *ES]j`! *P2I%+)RX.0LRTT! +&.5!5+<;=!
B2FLS%R23411! *ES][k! *P2I%+)RX.0LRTT! +&.5!5+<;=!
 
4.7.2! FRET-FLIM measurements 
FRET-FLIM measurements were performed by Dr. Friederike Wanke and Nina Glöckner 
according to Ladwig et al., 2015.  
4.8& Glycan array 
4.8.1! Recombinant protein 
The recombinant protein RLP44_StrepII-tag_9xHis-tag: 250ul á 1.7mg/ml (stored in 
150mM NaCl, 20mM citrate pH = 5 ) was provided by Dr. Ulrich Hohmann and produced 
according to Hohmann et al., 2018. 
4.8.2! AGATA 1.0 glycan arrays 
AGATA 1.0 glycan arrays were provided by Prof. William Willats. Please refer to the 
appendix for composition details of the glycan array.  
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4.8.3! Self-produced glycan arrays  
Pectins with different degree in demethylesterification were dissolved to a 0.75% solution 
in water. Therefore, the amount was first dissolved in 8 mL water, warmed up to 40 °C and 
stirred for 10 min. After dissolving of the powder, the amount was adjusted to 10 mL.  
Used pectins: pectin from citrus fruit (SIGMA – P-9135), pectin esterified from citrus fruit 
10% (SIGMA-P9561), pectin esterified potassium salt from citrus fruit 40% (SIGMA-
P9436), pectin, esterified potassium salt from citrus fruit 70% (SIGMA-P9311), and 
polygalacturonic acid (Megazyme 30402).  
Solutions were centrifuged to remove possible undissolved pectin resides, and 
subsequently 1 %L of the solution was immobilized on a Nitrocellulose Blotting Membrane 
(Amersham TM ProtranTM -10600002). After drying, the membranes were kept at 4 °C.  
4.8.4! Performing glycan arrays 
The used recombinant protein was stored in 150mM NaCl, 20mM citrate pH = 5. To 
maintain constant conditions, we first blocked the arrays for 1 hour with 5% BSA in citrate 
buffer, followed by overnight incubation at 4 °C of 10 %g RLP44 on one array. Afterwards, 
arrays were washed 5 times with citrate buffer with PBS and were incubated subsequently 
for 1 hour at room temperature in PBS, 0.1% Tween diluted 1:5000 Strep-Tactin® HRP 
Conjugate (iba). Afterwards 5 times washing with PBS 0.1% Tween, and additional 
incubation for 2 hours, imaging was performed with SuperSignalTM west femto 
chemiluminescent substrate (ThermoFisher Scientific) using an ECL imaging device 
(INTAS). The picture was quantified with ImageJ (https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/).  
4.9& Statistical analysis 
The number of samples is always denoted in the legend of the respective figure. The 
significance of the difference between samples was either calculated by One-way ANOVA, 
Two-way ANOVA with subsequent Tukey’s post hoc test, or by Student’s t-test. Xylem 
cells quantification was evaluated with Mann-Whitney U-test or Kruskal-Wallis modified 
U-test and Dunn’s post hoc test with Benjamini-Hochberg correction. Asterisks indicate 
significance with *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, and ***p < 0.001. 
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4.10& Primers used in this study 
Table 11. 1"&G4"+)>+47)&3),%&+)+,>7;)BA")943A,;$&39.)
$"&G4")3#G4) +,A'W)3#G4) +4Y>43'4)<IaPEaZ) 9434)) +$4'&#()"4G#"W)
(-*11pT#4EpP! ES]YX! ##%T%#T###T%T%T#T%T#T! #+1_1k[]Y! N.0>F!
(-*11pT#4Ep2! ES]Y1! T%_#TT__#%##%%T_%%#%T! #+1_1k[]Y! N.0>F!
8(.LR`YLpT#4EpP! ESL1X\! __%%%__#_#%_%%%#T###_! #+1_`k1YY! E6<`#F!
8(.LR`YLpT#4Ep2! ESL1X[! ####%TT__%_##%TT_%%_! #+`_`k1YY! E6<`#F!
8(.L)0<`pT#4Ep2! ESLLXY! %T_#%%TT%_#%_#__%#__%_! #+1_`k1YY! T>(1XF!
8(.L)0<`pT#4Ep2! ESLLXL! ##_#%TT_T###T_%_#_T%%T! #+1_`k1YY! T>(1XF!
8(.L)0<1pT#4EpP! ESLL]j! %T#__#_T%T#%_%#%_%T#! #+1_`k1YY! B5'3L!
8(.L)0<1pT#4Ep2! ESLL]k! %TT##%%__%_%%_%%#_T#_! #+1_`k1YY! B5'3L!
(-*11R`pE#F3p]k\pILXpP! ES1X]! 6))+)6)++)+@)+6666)@)! #+1_1k[]Y! !!
(-*11R`E#F3p]k\pILXp2! ES1X\! #_#TT%##%%_T%_T__##%T! #+1_1k[]Y! !!
3B`pE6.-! ES`kY! #%##TT##%T%T_#%#T#T! !! E#F3!.05'(+.,0!
_QRL`1ILYpP! ESL`[j! %#_T__###T####%T#_%__! #+1_`k1YY! !!
_QRL`1ILYp2! ESL`[k! %T_%%TT#%%_##_#_#%%__!! #+1_`k1YY! !!
_QR,j1Yk! ESL`[[! #%#%%_#TT#%T#%#T%T#%%_T! !!
_#BFRQ#%!
.05'(+.,0!
*5/(LR`pE#3QpYYj]j]pP! ESL[1]! T%T_T%%%T%__%#%_#T_#_! #+X_YXXXY!! !!
*5/(LR`pE#3QpYYj]j]p2! ESL[1\! %TT_###T%#%#T#T#%T_TT!! #+X_YXXXY!! !!
*5/(XRLpE#3QpXY`j][pP! ESL[1[! %%T%%#_#T%_%%%__T%T__! #+X_XXk1X! !!
*5/(XRLpE#3QpXY`j][p2! ESL[1j! _T_%%#T###T#%_T##T##_! #+X_XXk1X! !!
3B8LA`pE6-/! ESX`Y! #%%%%_TT_#%%%T__##T! !! E#3Q!.05'(+.,0!
)
R#*(4)?C.)1"&G4"+)BA")Y>#3,&,#,&F4)/4#(PR&G4)1D/. 
$"&G4")3#G4) +,A'W)3#G4) +4Y>43'4)<IaPEaZ) 9434))
T-6+&pP! ESjYL! +)@6++@)++@@+++@@66@6+! #+L_LY[`Y!
T-6+&p2! ESjYX! @)6)++6@)@+@@6)+)+@+++@)! #+L_LY[`Y!
23411pP! ES\LX! %T#_#%%TT_T#_T##%%#_! #+1_1k[]Y!
23411p2! ES\L`! %TT%_T##T__#%##TT#%#! #+1_1k[]Y!
JSP1pP! ESjY`! )66)6@)6666)66)@@6@)@! #+`_]Y\\Y!!
JSP1p2! ESjY1! +)+@66))6@)6)6+6@))++@! #+`_]Y\\Y!!
E#C2L]pP! ES\Lj! ##_#__#%%T#%__T__%T%#%_! #+1_`jj]Y!
E#C2L]p2! ES\Lk! _%#%%_%%##_TT_TTT#%%__! #+1_`jj]Y!
)
R#*(4)?E.)1"&G4"+)>+47)&3),%&+)+,>7;)BA")'(A3&39)
$"&G4")3#G4) +,A'W)3#G4) +4Y>43'4)<IaPEaZ) 9434))
B2FLp__TpP! ESLX]1! ##T#__%T%T#__T%T#%_##_#T%%%%%T##_T%%T%! #+1_`k1YY!
B2FLp__Tp2! ESLX]]! ##T#__%T%T#T%_#%##%%%%TT%%T#__##T%%T! #+1_`k1YY!
B2FLp__TpL2R
0'?X! ESL`L\! ##T#__%T%T6#%T#T#T_T_TT__#_#_###_%T#_! #+1_`k1YY!
B2FLp__TpXPR
0'?X! ESL`L[! 66)6__%T%T6%_#%#T#T%T#T%__6T%T_#%T%T%T%__#! #+1_`k1YY!
B2FLp__TpX20'?! ESLXk\! 66)6__%T%T6_#_+TT#__#%%_%%T##_##! #+1_`k1YY!
B2FLp__Tp`P0'?! ESLXk[! 66)6__%T%T6#T%T%_%__%%#%TT%T%%! #+1_`k1YY!
B2FLp__Tp`20'?! ESLXkj! 66)6@@%T%T6__TT%TT%%TT#%_#_#%T%! #+1_`k1YY!
B2FLp__Tp1P0'?! ESLXkk! 66)6__%T%T6_@TT#_T_%TTT%%_T%__%! #+1_`k1YY!
23411B%9JR
TLp1[p3!! ESLjYk! ##T#__%T%T6T@)%##T%__#T###T%TT_%T%! #+`_1k[]Y!
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23411B%9JR
TLp1[p2!! ESLjLY! ##T#__%T%T6#@)_#_#%%#T%T_TT__#%T%%! #+`_1k[]Y!
23411B%9JR
TLp[[p3!! ESLjLL! ##T#__%T%T6T_T#T%T%T#T%T#T###TT%T%T! #+`_1k[]Y!
23411B%9JR
TLp[[p2!! ESLjLX! ##T#__%T%T6%_T@+6@6++)++))@++@++6)! #+`_1k[]Y!
23411B%9JR
TXpL1\p3!! ESLjL`! ##T#__%T%T6%_TT%%###T_%##%T_#%T%TT#T! #+`_1k[]Y!
23411B%9JR
)XpL1[p2!! ESLjL1! ##T#__%T%T6__T#_T_T###_#_T_#_T%_T! #+`_1k[]Y!
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__Tp11B%9Jp,E+
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